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DECLARATION OF OPENING

On establishing there is a quorum, the Mayor will declare the meeting open.
Recognition of the Traditional Owners
Council acknowledges the Quandamooka people who are the traditional custodians of the land on
which we meet. Council also pays respect to their elders, past and present, and extend that
respect to other indigenous Australians who are present.

2

RECORD OF ATTENDANCE AND LEAVE OF ABSENCE

Motion is required to approve leave of absence for any Councillor absent from today’s meeting.

3

DEVOTIONAL SEGMENT

Member of the Ministers’ Fellowship will lead Council in a brief devotional segment.

4

RECOGNITION OF ACHIEVEMENT

Mayor to present any recognition of achievement items.

5

RECEIPT AND CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

General Meeting - 4 November 2020

6

DECLARATION OF PRESCRIBED CONFLICT OF INTERESTS AND DECLARABLE
CONFLICT OF INTERESTS

Councillors are reminded of their responsibilities in relation to a Councillor’s Prescribed Conflict of
Interest and Declarable Conflict of Interest at a meeting. For full details see Chapter 5B of the
Local Government Act 2009.
In summary:
Obligation of Councillor with Prescribed Conflict of Interest
Section 150EL of the Local Government Act 2009 requires Councillors to declare a Prescribed
Conflict of Interest in a matter as soon as they become aware of their interest in the matter,
either:
(1) at a local government meeting, or
(2) as soon as practicable, by giving the Chief Executive Officer written notice of the prescribed
conflict of interest.
(3) The declaration must include the following particulars:
(a) For a gift, loan or contract – the value of the gift, loan or contract;
(b) For an application for which a submission has been made – the matters the subject of the

application and submission;
(c) The name of any entity, other than the Councillor, that has an interest in the matter;
(d) The nature of the Councillor’s relationship with the entity mentioned in (c) above;
(e) Details of the Councillor’s, and any other entity’s, interest in the matter.
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Dealing with Prescribed Conflict of Interest at a Meeting
Pursuant to Section 150EM of the Local Government Act 2009, if a Councillor declares a Prescribed
Conflict of Interest in a matter, the Councillor must leave the place at which the meeting is being
held, including any area set aside for the public, and stay away from the place while the matter
is discussed and voted on.
Obligation of Councillor with Declarable Conflict of Interest
Section 150EQ of the Local Government Act 2009 requires Councillors to declare a Declarable
Conflict of Interest in a matter as soon as they become aware of their interest in the matter,
either:
(1) at a local government meeting, or
(2) as soon as practicable, by giving the Chief Executive Officer written notice of the declarable
conflict of interest.
(3) The declaration must include the following particulars:
(a) The nature of the declarable conflict of interest;
(b) If the declarable conflict of interest arises because of the councillor’s relationship with a

related party:
(i) The name of the related party; and
(ii) The nature of the relationship of the related party to the Councillor; and
(iii) The nature of the related party’s interests in the matter;
(c) If the Councillor’s or related party’s personal interests arise because of the receipt of a gift

or loan from another person:
(i) The name of the other person; and
(ii) The nature of the relationship of the other person to the Councillor or related party; and
(iii) The nature of the other person’s interests in the matter; and
(iv) The value of the gift or loan, and the date the gift was given or loan was made.

Procedure if Councillor has Declarable Conflict of Interest
Pursuant to Section 150ES of the Local Government Act 2009, eligible Councillors at the meeting
must, by resolution, decide whether the Councillor who has declared the interest:
(1) May participate in a decision about the matter at the meeting, including by voting on the

matter; or
(2) Must leave the place at which the meeting is being held, including any area set aside for the

public, and stay away from the place while the eligible Councillors discuss and vote on the
matter.
Duty to report another Councillor’s Prescribed Conflict of Interest or Declarable Conflict of
Interest
Pursuant to section 150EW of the Local Government Act 2009, a Councillor who reasonably
believes or reasonably suspects another Councillor has a Prescribed Conflict of Interest or a
Declarable Conflict of Interest in a matter must:
(1) Immediately inform the person who is presiding at the meeting about the belief or suspicion; or
(2) As soon as practicable, inform the Chief Executive Officer of the belief of suspicion.
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The Councillor must also inform the person presiding, or the Chief Executive Officer, of the facts
and circumstances forming the basis of the belief or suspicion.
Record of Prescribed and Declarable Conflicts of Interest
Where a Councillor informs the meeting of a Prescribed or Declarable Conflict of Interest, section
150FA of the Local Government Act 2009 requires the following information to be recorded in the
minutes of the meeting:
(1) The name of the Councillor who may have a prescribed or declarable conflict of interest in the

matter;
(2) The particulars of the prescribed or declarable conflict of interest;
(3) If another Councillor informs the meeting of a belief of suspicion, about another Councillor’s

Conflict of Interest:
(a) The action the Councillor takes;
(b) Any decision by eligible Councillors; and
(c) The name of each eligible Councillor who voted in relation to whether the Councillor has a
declarable conflict of Interest, and how each eligible Councillor voted.
(4) Whether the Councillor participated in deciding the matter, or was present for deciding the

matter;
(5) For a matter to which the Prescribed or Declarable Conflict of Interest relates:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

The name of the Councillor who has declared the conflict of interest;
The nature of the personal interest, as described by the Councillor;
The decision made;
Whether the Councillor participated in the meeting under an approval by the Minister;
If the Councillor voted on the matter, how they voted; and
How the majority of Councillors voted on the matter.

(6) If the Councillor has a Declarable Conflict of Interest, in addition to the information above, the

following information must be recorded in the minutes:
(a) The decision and reasons for the decision as to whether the Councillor with the Declarable
Conflict of Interest may participate in the decision, or must not participate in the decision;
and
(b) The name of each eligible Councillor who voted on the decision, and how the eligible
Councillor voted.
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7

MATTERS OUTSTANDING FROM PREVIOUS COUNCIL MEETINGS

7.1

INVESTIGATIONS TO POTENTIALLY ACQUIRE ADDITIONAL LAND FOR SPORT AND
RECREATION PURPOSES

At the General Meeting 18 December 2019 (Item 19.3 refers), Council resolved as follows:
That the petition be received and referred to the Chief Executive Officer for consideration and a
report to the local government.
A report will be brought to a future meeting of Council.
7.2

MAYORAL MINUTE - REPORT REVIEWING THE FUTURE OPERATIONS OF REDLAND
INVESTMENT CORPORATION PTY LTD (RIC)

At the General Meeting 10 June 2020 (Item 13.6 refers), Council resolved as follows:
That Council resolves to extend the timeline for receiving a report on the future operations of the
Redland Investment Corporation until 31 December 2020 or within two (2) months of the State
Government adopting changes to controlled entity provisions, whichever comes first.
A report will be brought to a future meeting of Council.
7.3

NOTICE OF MOTION - CR WENDY BOGLARY RECREATIONAL VEHICLE PARKING

At the General Meeting 5 August 2020 (Item 17.1 refers), Council resolved as follows:
That Council resolves to proceed with investigating opportunities for Recreational Vehicle (RV)
Overnight Parking in the Redlands and that a report be brought to a General Meeting of Council
within three months.
A report addressing this matter is listed as item 15.2 of this agenda.
7.4

SOUTHERN REDLAND BAY EXPANSION AREA (SRBEA) - CONFIRMING THE PREFERRED
APPROACH FOR PLANNING INVESTIGATIONS

At the General Meeting 2 September 2020, (Item 14.3 refers), Council resolved as follows:
That Council resolves that this item lie on the table and be brought back to a future General
Meeting of Council.
A report will be brought to a future meeting of Council.
7.5

NOTICE OF MOTION MAJOR AMENDMENT TO THE CITY PLAN - ENVIRONMENTAL
CORRIDORS

At the General Meeting 4 November 2020 (Item 17.1 refers), Council resolved as follows:
That Council resolves as follows:
1. To undertake an urgent review regarding options to provide an enhanced level of statutory
land use planning protection to environmental corridors within the Urban Footprint as
identified in the Wildlife Connections Plan 2018-2028.
2. To request officers undertake the following:
a) Prepare a report to Council outlining the findings of the review, as well as recommended
changes to City Plan by the end of February 2021.
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b) Prepare a major amendment pursuant to Part 4 of the Minister’s Guideline’s and Rules
under the Planning Act 2016, if required, incorporating the proposed changes to City Plan
as supported by Council by the end of May 2021.
c) Consult with each divisional councillor regarding changes to City Plan that may be
recommended.
A report will be brought to a future meeting of Council.
7.6

CONTENTS OF GENERAL MAJOR AMENDMENT PACKAGE 02/20

At the General Meeting 4 November 2020 (Item 19.2 refers), Council resolved as follows:
That Council resolves that this item lie on the table and be brought back to a future General
Meeting of Council.
A report will be brought to a future meeting of Council.

8

MAYORAL MINUTE

In accordance with s.6.9 of Council Meeting Standing Orders, the Mayor may put to the meeting a
written motion called a ‘Mayoral Minute’, on any matter. Such motion may be put to the meeting
without being seconded, may be put at that stage in the meeting considered appropriate by the
Mayor and once passed becomes a resolution of Council.

9

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

There will be no Public Participation as this meeting is closed to the public, as a result of COVID-19
Pandemic social restrictions and regulation changes.

10

PETITIONS AND PRESENTATIONS

Councillors may present petitions or make presentations under this section.
10.1

PETITION CR MARK EDWARDS – OFF LEASH DOG BEACH FOR MACLEAY ISLAND

In accordance with s.6.11 of GOV-017-SD Council Meeting Standing Orders, Cr Mark Edwards will
present the petition and motion as follows:
That the petition is of an operational nature and be received and referred to the Chief Executive
Officer for consideration.

11

MOTION TO ALTER THE ORDER OF BUSINESS

The order of business may be altered for a particular meeting where the Councillors at that
meeting pass a motion to that effect. Any motion to alter the order of business may be moved
without notice.

12

REPORTS FROM THE OFFICE OF THE CEO

Nil
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13

REPORTS FROM ORGANISATIONAL SERVICES

13.1

OCTOBER 2020 MONTHLY FINANCIAL REPORT

Objective Reference:
Authorising Officer:

Deborah Corbett-Hall, Chief Financial Officer

Responsible Officer:

Deborah Corbett-Hall, Chief Financial Officer

Report Author:

Udaya Panambala Arachchilage, Corporate Financial Reporting Manager

Attachments:

1.

October 2020 Monthly Financial Report ⇩

PURPOSE
To note the year to date financial results as at 31 October 2020.
BACKGROUND
Council adopts an annual budget and then reports on performance against the budget on a
monthly basis. This is not only a legislative requirement but enables the organisation to
periodically review its financial performance and position and respond to changes in community
requirements, market forces or other outside influences.
ISSUES
Capital carryover budget 2019-20
Council adopted a carryover budget on 19 August 2020 to accommodate capital works straddling
two financial years. The attached monthly financial report for October includes the carryover
budget adopted by Council.
2020-21 Budget review
Council officers are currently compiling submissions for a budget review. The monthly analysis will
be consolidated to update Council’s budget for the 2020-21 financial year. Officers are planning to
table a revised budget for Council’s consideration in February 2021.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Council has either achieved or favourably exceeded the following key financial stability and
sustainability ratios as at the end of October 2020.










Operating surplus ratio
Net financial liabilities
Ability to pay our bills – current ratio
Ability to repay our debt – debt servicing ratio
Cash balance
Cash balances – cash capacity in months
Longer term financial stability – debt to asset ratio
Operating performance
Interest coverage ratio

The following ratios did not meet the target at the end of October 2020:
Item 13.1
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 Asset sustainability ratio
 Level of dependence on general rate revenue
The asset sustainability ratio did not meet the target at the end of October 2020 and continues to
be a stretch target for Council with renewal spends of $5.82M and depreciation expense of
$18.74M year to date on infrastructure assets. This ratio is an indication of how Council currently
maintains, replaces and renews its existing infrastructure assets as they reach the end of their
useful life. Capital spend on non-renewal projects increases the asset base and therefore
increases depreciation expense, resulting in a lower asset sustainability ratio.
Council’s Capital Portfolio Prioritisation Administrative Directive demonstrates its commitment to
maintaining existing infrastructure and the adoption of a renewal strategy for its existing assets
ahead of ‘upgrade’ and/or ‘new’ works.
The level of dependence on general rate revenue ratio moves in line with the rating cycle and for
October 2020 it is 44.65% which is outside the target range of less than 40%. Increases in this ratio
are expected to be cyclical and will occur in the months where the quarterly rates are levied.
Legislative Requirements
The October 2020 financial reports are presented in accordance with the legislative requirement
of section 204(2) of the Local Government Regulation 2012, requiring the Chief Executive Officer
to present the financial report to a monthly Council meeting.
Risk Management
The October 2020 financial reports have been noted by the Executive Leadership Team and
relevant officers who can provide further clarification and advice around actual to budget
variances.
Financial
There is no direct financial impact to Council as a result of this report; however it provides an
indication of financial outcomes at the end of October 2020.
People
Nil impact expected as the purpose of the attached report is to provide financial information to
Council based upon actual versus budgeted financial activity.
Environmental
Nil impact expected as the purpose of the attached report is to provide financial information to
Council based upon actual versus budgeted financial activity.
Social
Nil impact expected as the purpose of the attached report is to provide financial information to
Council based upon actual versus budgeted financial activity.
Human Rights
There are no human rights implications for this report as the purpose of the attached report is to
provide financial information to Council based upon actual versus budgeted financial activity.
Alignment with Council's Policy and Plans
This report has a relationship with the following items of Council’s 2018-2023 Corporate Plan:
8.

Inclusive and ethical governance

Item 13.1
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Deep engagement, quality leadership at all levels, transparent and accountable democratic
processes and a spirit of partnership between the community and Council will enrich
residents’ participation in local decision-making to achieve the community’s Redlands 2030
vision and goals.
8.2

Council produces and delivers against sustainable financial forecasts as a result of best
practice Capital and Asset Management Plans that guide project planning and service
delivery across the city.

CONSULTATION
Consulted
Council departmental officers
Financial Services Group officers
Executive Leadership Team and
Senior Leadership Team

Date
Year to date October 2020
Year to date October 2020
Year to date October 2020

Comment
Consulted on financial results and outcomes
Consulted on financial results and outcomes
Recipients of variance analysis between actual
and budget. Consulted as required

OPTIONS
Option One
That Council resolves to note the financial position, results and ratios for October 2020 as
presented in the attached Monthly Financial Report.
Option Two
That Council resolves to request additional information.
OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves to note the financial position, results and ratios for October 2020 as
presented in the attached Monthly Financial Report.

Item 13.1
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14

REPORTS FROM COMMUNITY & CUSTOMER SERVICES

14.1

DECISIONS MADE UNDER DELEGATED AUTHORITY FOR CATEGORY 1, 2 AND 3
DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS

Objective Reference:
Authorising Officer:

Graham Simpson, Acting General Manager Community and Customer
Services

Responsible Officer:

David Jeanes, Group Manager City Planning & Assessment

Report Author:

Jill Driscoll, Group Support Coordinator

Attachments:

1.

Decisions made Under Delegated Authority 27.09.2020 to
17.10.2020 ⇩

PURPOSE
To note decisions made under delegated authority for development applications (Attachment 1).
This information is provided for public interest.
BACKGROUND
At the General Meeting of 21 June 2017, Council resolved that development assessments be
classified into the following four categories:
Category 1 – minor code and referral agency assessments
Category 2 – moderately complex code and impact assessments
Category 3 – complex code and impact assessments
Category 4 – major assessments (not included in this report)
The applications details in this report have been assessed under:
Category 1 – Minor code assessable applications, concurrence agency referral, minor operational
works and minor compliance works, and minor change requests and extension to currency period
where the original application was Category 1.
Delegation Level: Chief Executive Officer, General Manager, Group Managers, Service Manager,
Team Leaders and Principal Planners as identified in the officer’s instrument of delegation.
Category 2 – In addition to Category 1, moderately complex code assessable applications,
including operational works and compliance works and impact assessable applications without
objecting submissions; other change requests and variation request where the original application
was Category 1,2,3 or 4*.
*Provided the requests do not affect the reason(s) for the call in by the Councillor (or that there is
agreement from the Councillor that it can be dealt with under delegation).
Delegation Level: Chief Executive Officer, General Manager, Group Managers and Service
Managers as identified in the officer’s instrument of delegation.
Category 3 – In addition to Category 1 and 2, applications for code or impact assessment with a
higher level of complexity. They may have minor level aspects outside a stated policy position that
are subject to discretionary provision of the planning scheme. Impact applications may involve
submissions objecting to the proposal readily addressable by reasonable and relevant conditions.
Assessing superseded planning scheme requests and approving a plan of subdivision.
Item 14.1
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Delegation Level: Chief Executive Officer, General Manager and Group Managers as identified in
the officer’s instrument of delegation.
Human Rights
There are no known human rights implication associated with this report.
OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves to note this report.

Item 14.1
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LIST OF DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING RELATED COURT MATTERS AS AT 30 OCTOBER
2020

Objective Reference:
Authorising Officer:

Graham Simpson, Acting General Manager Community and Customer
Services

Responsible Officer:

David Jeanes, Group Manager City Planning & Assessment

Report Author:

Michael Anderson, Senior Appeals Planner

Attachments:

Nil

PURPOSE
To note the current development and planning related appeals and other related
matters/proceedings.
BACKGROUND
Information on appeals and other related matters may be found as follows:
1.

Planning and Environment Court
a) Information on current appeals and applications with the Planning and Environment
Court involving Redland City Council can be found at the District Court website using the
“Search civil files (eCourts) Party Search” service:
http://www.courts.qld.gov.au/services/search-for-a-court-file/search-civil-files-ecourts
b) Judgments of the Planning and Environment Court can be viewed via the Supreme Court
of Queensland Library website under the Planning and Environment Court link:
http://www.sclqld.org.au/qjudgment/

2.

Court of Appeal
Information on the process and how to search for a copy of Court of Appeal documents can
be found at the Supreme Court (Court of Appeal) website:
https://www.courts.qld.gov.au/courts/court-of-appeal/the-appeal-process

3.

Department of State Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure and Planning (DSDMIP)
The DSDMIP provides a Database of Appeals that may be searched for past appeals and
applications heard by the Planning and Environment Court:
https://planning.dsdmip.qld.gov.au/planning/spa-system/dispute-resolution-underspa/planning-and-environment-court/planning-and-environment-court-appeals-database
The database contains:
a) A consolidated list of all appeals and applications lodged in the Planning and Environment
Courts across Queensland of which the Chief Executive has been notified.
b) Information about the appeal or application, including the file number, name and year,
the site address and local government.

4.

Department of Housing and Public Works (DHPW)
Information on the process and remit of development tribunals can be found at the DHPW
website:
http://www.hpw.qld.gov.au/construction/BuildingPlumbing/DisputeResolution/Pages/defau
lt.aspx

Item 14.2
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PLANNING & ENVIRONMENT COURT APPEALS & APPLICATIONS
1.

File Number:

Applicant:
Respondent:

Proposed Development:

Appeal Details:

Current Status:

2.
File Number:
Appellant:
Respondent:

Proposed Development:

Appeal Details:

Current Status:

Item 14.2

2959 of 2019
(MCU013688)
Quin Enterprises Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Material Change of Use for the extension of the existing Extractive Industry and
Heavy Industry (office, truck weighbridge, car parking, storage area for materials
with associated landscape buffers)
684-712 Mount Cotton Road, Sheldon
(Lot 1 on RP109322 and 3 on SP238067)
Appeal against Council refusal.
Appeal filed 19 August 2019. The Appellant filed an application in pending
proceeding on 4 September 2019, for orders to progress the appeal. A review was
held on 11 September 2019. A site inspection was carried out on 18 September
2019. Reviews were held on 8 November 2019 and 24 January 2020. A mediation
was held on 13 December 2019. A without prejudice meeting was held on 16
April 2020, in accordance with the Court Order. Further to the Appellants without
prejudice correspondence dated 18 June 2020 it was ordered that Council was
required to provide its response to the correspondence by 3 July 2020. A
response was provided requiring an updated air quality and noise report. A
further review was held on 17 July 2020.
A without prejudice meeting was held on 12 August 2020. Following the meeting
amended plans, noise report and air quality report were lodged. A briefing was
provided to the General Meeting of Council on 19 August 2020. Council resolved
to delegate authority to the Chief Executive Officer to instruct Council’s solicitors
to prepare for a hearing or in the alternative finalise and agree conditions that
ought to be imposed in the event that the appeal is allowed. A review on the
papers was undertaken on 21 August 2020. The Order included issuing draft
conditions by 4 September 2020 and the Appellant is to provide details of a minor
change application by 28 September 2020. Draft conditions were issued by
Council on 3 September 2020. Conditions have been agreed and the Appellant
provided its minor change request on 30 October 2020. The next review is set
down for 3 November 2020.
3829 of 2019
Sutgold Pty Ltd v Redland City Council
Redland City Council
Reconfiguring a Lot (8 lots into 176 lots and new roads)
72, 74, 78, 80, 82 Double Jump Road, 158-166, 168-172 and 174-178 Bunker
Road, Victoria Point
(Lots 12, 13, 15, 22 and 21 on RP86773, Lots 16 and 20 on SP293877 and Lot 12
on RP898198)
Appeal against deemed refusal by Council.
Appeal filed 23 October 2019. An early without prejudice meeting was held on
26 November 2019. A directions hearing was held on 6 February 2020. A list of
matters supporting an approval was provided by the Appellant on 14 April 2020.
The list of experts has been nominated and without prejudice conferences were
held with the Appellant on 6, 14 and 21 May 2020 to discuss Council’s position
and proposed changes. A review was held on 17 June 2020 and it was ordered
that the Appellant was to file and serve any application for a minor change by 26
June 2020. By 15 July 2020, the Respondent and Co-Respondent were to file and
serve a written response to the Appellant’s minor change application stating
whether it will or will not oppose the declaration being made. Council was
required to notify of its position on the appeal by 24 July 2020, should the Court
determine the changes are minor.
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3829 of 2019
Sutgold Pty Ltd v Redland City Council
Redland City Council
The matter was reported to the General Meeting of Council on 22 July 2020. It
was confirmed that the proposed changes were a minor change but Council was
still opposing the application. The parties were notified of Council’s position on
24 July 2020. A without prejudice meeting was held with the appellant on 22
July 2020.
The matter was considered at a hearing on 6 August 2020 where it was ordered
that the infrastructure and traffic experts nominated by the parties are to meet
and prepare a joint expert report (JER), to be completed by 18 September 2020.
Further JERs are to be completed by 20 November 2020. A further review was
held on 24 September 2020 and a without prejudice meeting held with the
Appellant on 28 October 2020. The experts are to exchange individual expert
and lay witness statements with the appeal allocated for a hearing in March
2021 for 8 days.

3.
File Number:
4312 of 2019
Appellant:
New Land Tourism Pty Ltd
Respondent:
Redland City Council
First Co-respondents (By
Benjamin Alistair Mackay and Renee Michelle Mackay
election):
Second Co-respondents (By Debbie Tye-Anderson, Kerri Vidler, Lee Nicholson, Peter Anderson, Vanessa
election):
Anderson, Thelma Anderson.
Material change of use (tourist accommodation)
Proposed Development:
147-205 Rocky Passage Road, Redland Bay
(Lot 3 on RP153333)
Appeal against Council’s decision to give a preliminary approval for a
Appeal Details:
development application.
Appeal filed 29 November 2019. A review was held on 11 June 2020 and it was
ordered that the Appellant shall provide without prejudice material to all other
parties by 24 June 2020. A without prejudice conference, chaired by the P & E
ADR Registrar, was held on 22 July 2020.

Current Status:

Item 14.2

At a review on 5 August 2020 it was ordered that the appellant shall provide to
the other parties without prejudice material addressing wastewater and
landscaping issues by 21 August 2020. This material has not been provided by
the Appellant. A review was held on 14 September 2020. The Appellant was to
provide further without prejudice material by 25 September 2020. The Appellant
provided the further material on 14 October 2020 and a further without
prejudice conference was held on 19 October 2020. The respondent and corespondents are required to attend a further without prejudice meeting on 19
November 2020.
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4703 of 2019
Redland City Council
Canaipa Developments Pty Ltd
Ian Robert Larkman
TLC Jones Pty Ltd
TLC Supermarkets Unit Trust No 2
29-39 High Street, Russell Island (Lot 100 on SP204183)
Application for interim and final relief with respect to alleged development
offences under the Planning Act 2016 and offences under the Environmental
Protection Act 1994.
Application filed 20 December 2019. A directions hearing was held on 5 February
2020 and a review took place on 8 April 2020. A further review was held on 24
April 2020 and Orders were that Council is to notify the Respondents as to
whether the proposed replacement on-site sewerage treatment facility complies
with the requirements sought in the originating application. A 4 day trial
commenced on 28 September 2020. Final written submissions are due on 16
October 2020. The Respondent has until 30 October 2020 to provide final
submissions and a response to be provided by 6 November 2020.
566 of 2020
Clay Gully Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Reconfiguration of a lot by standard format plan (3 lots into 289 lots over 7
stages, new road and park.
39 Brendan Way, 21-29 and 31 Clay Gully Road, Victoria Point.
(Lot 1 on RP72635, Lot 4 on RP57455 and Lot 1 on RP95513)
Appeal against deemed refusal by Council.
Appeal filed 25 February 2020. Council notified of its position in the appeal on
1 May 2020 and provided reasons for refusal on 5 May 2020. A review was
held on 8 May 2020 and it was ordered that the Appellant was to file and
serve any request for further and better particulars by 15 May 2020.
A request for further and better particulars was made by the Appellant on 15
May 2020. Council provided its response to the request for further and better
particulars on 1 June 2020. The Appellant submitted its matters supporting
approval of the proposed development on 15 June 2020.

Current Status:

A without prejudice discussion with the appellant and co-respondent, chaired
by the P & E ADR Registrar, was held on 18 June 2020. A further without
prejudice meeting was held on 25 June 2020. The matter was adjourned on
the papers until 17 August 2020, in order to facilitate further discussions
between the parties. A without prejudice meeting was held with the appellant
on 3 August 2020.
It was ordered that the parties should engage in a further without prejudice
meeting by 4 September 2020 and this was held on 3 September 2020. A
review was held on 10 September 2020 and the Orders were that the parties
engage in a further without prejudice meeting by 9 October 2020. A without
prejudice meeting was held on 6 October 2020. The matter was considered at
the General Meeting on 7 October 2020.
A further review was held on 15 October 2020 and it is proposed that all
parties participate in a further without prejudice meeting by 4 November
2020, the Appellant is to file its minor change application by 23 November
2020 and the matter is listed for further review on 7 December 2020.
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1612 of 2020
Sutgold Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Development permit for a reconfiguration of 9 Lots into 275 Residential Lots,
3 Balance Lots, 1 Load Centre Lot, 2 Park Lots, 2 Open Space Lots, 1
Pedestrian Connection Lot and 1 Multi-function Spine Lot in 12 stages.
36-56 Double Jump Road, 26 Prospect Crescent and 27 Brendan Way,
Victoria Point more properly described as Lot 4 on RP57455, Lot 1 on
RP95513, Lot 2 on RP86773, Lot 1 on RP86773, Lot 3 on RP148004, Lot 7 on
RP57455, Lot 2 on RP169475, Lot 2 on RP165178, Lot 6 on SP145377, Lot 801
on SP261302 and Lot 5 on SP293881.
Appeal against deemed refusal by Council.
Appeal filed 5 June 2020. A hearing was held on 23 July 2020 where it was
ordered that the respondent was required to notify the parties of its position
and grounds if refused or conditions if it should be approved by 7 August 2020.
The matter was considered at the General Meeting of Council on 5 August
2020 where it was resolved that the matter ought to be refused. The parties
were notified of Council’s position as respondent on 6 August 2020.

Current Status:

A review was held on 19 August 2020. Orders were made on the papers that
that the Appellant was to provide grounds for appeal by 2 September 2020.
Council received the grounds of appeal on 9 September 2020. A without
prejudice meeting was held on 23 September 2020. A review was held on 16
October 2020. It was ordered that that the parties engage in a further without
prejudice meeting by 4 November 2020 and listed for review on 7 December
2020.

7.

1724 of 2020

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
Proposed Development:
Appeal Details:

Current Status:

8.

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
Proposed Development:

Item 14.2

Fort Street Real Estate Capital Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Combined development permit for a material change of use (fast food
outlet) and reconfiguring a lot (access easement and subdivision by lease).
Birkdale Fair Shopping Centre at 2-12 Mary Pleasant Drive, Birkdale and
more properly described as Lot 1 on RP816847.
Appeal against refusal by Council.
Appeal filed on 17 June 2020. A review was held on 27 July 2020 where it was
ordered that the appellant was to notify the parties of any changes to the
development application by 31 July 2020. On 14 August 2020 the respondent
(Council) notified the appellant that Council would not be opposing the minor
change and notified its fully articulated grounds of refusal.
A review was held on 19 August 2020 where it was ordered that the parties
should exchange its list of experts by 26 August 2020 and that joint expert
reports must be completed by 30 September 2020. All joint expert reports
have been exchanged and a without prejudice meeting was held on 15
October 2020. A three day trial has been set down for 25-27 November 2020.

2080 of 2020
Silkwear Developments Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Development permit for a reconfiguration of a lot (1 into 5 lots) respect of
land at 1-13 Beckwith Street, Ormiston, more properly described as Lot 8 on
RP895452 (Council ref: RAL19/0087).
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Appeal Details:

Current Status:

9.

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
Proposed Development:
Appeal Details:
Current Status:

10.

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
Proposed Development:
Appeal Details:

Current Status:

11.

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
Proposed Development:
Appeal Details:

Current Status:
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Appeal against conditions.
Appeal filed on 7 July 2020. A review was undertaken on 2 September 2020. It
was ordered that Council is to draft and serve the grounds for the conditions
in dispute by 16 September 2020. The appellant is to file and serve any
amended grounds for setting aside the disputed conditions by 25 September
2020. A without prejudice meeting was held on 2 October 2020. A further
without prejudice meeting was held on 15 October 2020. The Appellant
provided revised plans to address stormwater quality and road design on 29
October 2020 and a further without prejudice meeting is due to be held on 19
November 2020 and review on 20 November 2020.
2081 of 2020
Silkwear Developments Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Development permit for a reconfiguration of a lot (1 into 5 lots) respect of
land at 1-13 Beckwith Street, Ormiston, more properly described as Lot 8 on
RP895452.
Appeal against infrastructure charges notice.
Appeal filed on 7 July 2020. A review was undertaken on 2 September 2020. A
without prejudice meeting was held on 2 and 15 October 2020. A further
without prejudice meeting is to be held on 19 November 2020.
2490 of 2020
Miethke
Redland City Council
Development permit for a material change of use for a dwelling house
(SMBI) at 5 Bilambil Drive, Russell Island, more properly described as Lot 21
on RP 129010.
Declaration to enliven a development application that lapsed on or around 4
November 2019.
Appeal filed on 31 August 2020. A review was held on for 14 September 2020.
It was ordered that by 15 October 2020 the Appellant is to file and serve any
amended originating application. The Appellant prepared a revised originating
application on 16 October 2020 and Council indicated in writing that it
opposed the draft order. A review was held 30 October 2020. The matter is
listed for a half day hearing on 24 November 2020.
2337 of 2020
Bernard Diab and Tracey Diab
Redland City Council
Development permit for a material change of use for home-based business
in respect of land at 393 Mount Cotton Road, Capalaba and more properly
described as Lot 4 on SP297142.
Appeal against refusal by Council.
Appeal filed on 17 August 2020. A review was held on 16 October 2020. The
respondent (Council) issued its consolidated reasons for refusal on 30 October
2020. On or before 27 November the parties are to engage in a without
prejudice conference chaired by the ADR Registrar. The appeal is listed for a
three day hearing in March 2021.
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APPEALS TO THE QUEENSLAND COURT OF APPEAL
12.

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
Proposed Development:

Appeal Details:

Current Status:

8114 of 2018
(MCU012812)/ (QPEC Appeal 3641 of 2015)
Redland City Council
King of Gifts Pty Ltd and HTC Consulting Pty Ltd
Material Change of Use for Service Station (including car wash) and Drive
Through Restaurant
604-612 Redland Bay Road, Alexandra Hills
(Lot 21 on SP194117)
Appeal against the decision of the Planning and Environment Court to allow the
appeal and approve the development.
Appeal filed by Council on 30 July 2018. Council’s outline of argument was
filed on 28 August 2018. The appellant’s outline of argument was filed on 20
September 2018. The matter was heard before the Court on 12 March 2019.
The Judgment of the Supreme Court on 13 March 2020 was that the appeal is
allowed and the orders made on 18 June 2019 be set aside. The appeal is to be
remitted back to the Planning and Environment Court and the respondent is to
pay the appellant’s costs of the appeal.
At a review in the P & E Court on 15 June 2020 the Court ordered that written
submissions are to be filed by 10 July 2020 with a hearing listed for 17 July
2020. The written submissions were filed on 10 July 2020.
The judgment in the Planning and Environment Court was issued on 7 August
2020 and the appeal was allowed.
A further appeal has been submitted by Council.

DEVELOPMENT TRIBUNAL APPEALS AND OTHER MATTERS
13.

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
Proposed Development:
Appeal Details:
Current Status:

Appeal 20-021
Darren Horton
Redland City Council
Design and siting request for a swimming pool
11 Reserve Esplanade, Wellington Point (Lot 1 on RP53836)
Appeal against the decision of the Redland City Council to direct refusal of a
swimming pool structure within the front boundary setback in a design and
siting referral.
Appeal filed on 2 September 2020. A tribunal site visit and meeting has been
scheduled for 13 November 2020.

Human Rights
There are no known human rights implications associated with this report.
OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves to note this report.
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ANIMAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMATIC INSPECTION PROGRAM

Objective Reference:
Authorising Officer:

Graham Simpson, Acting General Manager Community and Customer
Services

Responsible Officer:

Donna Wilson, Acting Group Manager Environment and Regulation

Report Author:

Donna Wilson, Acting Group Manager Environment and Regulation

Attachments:

Nil

PURPOSE
To seek approval to conduct systematic inspection programs for:
 unregistered cats throughout Redland City, under the Local Government Act 2009
 unregistered dogs throughout Redland City under the Animal Management (Cats and Dogs)
Act 2008
BACKGROUND
1. Approved Systematic Inspection Program for unregistered cats
Redland City Council resolved to retain cat registration at its meeting of 9 October 2013.
Registration of cats is now a local law requirement under Part 6 – Registration of Cats of Local
Law No.2 (Animal Management) 2015.
2. Approved Systematic Inspection Program for unregistered dogs
The Animal Management (Cats and Dogs) Act 2008 places a mandatory requirement
throughout Queensland for all dogs over the age of 12 weeks to be registered with the local
authority in which the dog/s reside.
In order to determine the accuracy of records, obtain new registrations for unregistered animals
and follow up on overdue registrations, it is necessary for Council’s Animal Management Team to
carry out a Systematic Inspection Program (SIP) which covers all premises within Redland City for
the period 4 January 2021 to 31 December 2021 inclusive.
ISSUES
1. Approved Systematic Inspection Program for unregistered cats
The provisions contained within the Local Government Act 2009 provide for a maximum
approved inspection period of three (3) months per inspection program. The Systematic
Inspection Program for unregistered cats will be undertaken in four (4) programs to enable the
program to be active throughout Redland City during 2021.
Program 1 is proposed to commence on 4 January 2021 and will operate for a period of three
(3) months until 2 April 2021.
Program 2 is proposed to commence on 5 April 2021 and will operate for a period of three (3)
months until 2 July 2021.
Program 3 is proposed to commence on 5 July 2021 and will operate for a period of three (3)
months until 1 October 2021.
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Program 4 is proposed to commence on 4 October 2021 and will operate for a period of three
(3) months until 31 December 2021.
2. Approved Systematic Inspection Program for unregistered dogs
The provisions contained within the Animal Management (Cats and Dogs) Act 2008 provide for
a maximum approved inspection period of six (6) months. The Systematic Inspection Program
for unregistered dogs, if approved, will be undertaken in two (2) programs to enable the
program to be active throughout Redland City during 2021.
Program 1 is proposed to commence on 4 January 2021 and will operate for a period of six (6)
months until 2 July 2021.
Program 2 is proposed to commence on 5 July 2021 and will operate for a period of six (6)
months until 31 December 2021.
As noted, the purpose of the SIP is to verify the accuracy of Council’s animal registration
records including obtaining new registrations of animals not yet registered and obtain reregistration for out-of-date animal registrations. Penalty infringement notices may be issued in
instances where pet owners have failed to either register or renew their animal’s registration.
The program will allow authorised officers to gain access to the front door of the dwelling, and
to all business premises by way of normal public access. Officers will be directed not to access
other parts of a property unless with the consent of the property owner.
The program will be conducted between 8am and 5pm, Monday to Friday (except public
holidays) within the approved period(s).
Copies of the program providing details of the SIP will be made available at Council’s Customer
Contact Centres or can be viewed on Council’s website. Members of the public can obtain a
copy of the program at no charge.
Education
The Systematic Inspection Programs for both unregistered cats and unregistered dogs will be
advertised in the local paper at least 14 days, but not more than 28 days prior to
commencement of the approved inspection programs.
A communication plan leading up to, and during the program will be implemented to assist in
educating animal owners on the requirements of animal registration, the benefits and provide
an overview of how animal registration fees are used across the city. The SIP also provides an
opportunity to provide a range of domestic animal educational material to residents that may
have city-wide or local importance, including the importance of controls such as enclosures
and dog leads in public to reduce incidents of attacks on people, wildlife and other pets.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Legislative Requirements
Undertaking the SIP for unregistered cats is in accordance with the provision of sections 133 and
134 of the Local Government Act 2009.
Undertaking the SIP for unregistered dogs is in accordance with the provision of sections 113, 114
and 115 of the Animal Management (Cats and Dogs) Act 2008.
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Risk Management
The SIP assists with regulating and managing the keeping of animals by minimising the risk to
community health, safety and amenity.
Financial
The purpose of the SIP is to verify Council’s animal registration records, obtain new registrations,
obtain payment for out of date animal registrations and, where necessary, to issue penalty
infringement notices to dog and cat owners who fail to renew their animal’s registration. It is
expected that this will assist Council collecting revenue to offset costs of operating its animal
management responsibilities.
People
There are no identified implications for Council staff as existing staff from the Environment and
Regulation Group will be utilised to undertake these programs.
Environmental
The SIPs are in accordance with the Animal Management (Cats and Dogs) Act 2008 and Council’s
Local Law No. 2 (Animal Management) 2015 to regulate and manage the keeping of animals to
reduce environmental nuisance.
Social
The SIPs are in accordance with the Animal Management (Cats and Dogs) Act 2008 and Council’s
Local Law No. 2 (Animal Management) 2015 to regulate and manage the keeping of animals by
supporting animal owners to keep their animals in a manner that is consistent with the
expectations of the community, including public safety.
Human Rights
There are no known relevant human rights matters associated with this report.
Alignment with Council's Policy and Plans
Alignment to Council’s Corporate Plan, Key Outcome 7 - Strong and connected communities
Our health, wellbeing and strong community spirit will be supported by a full range of services,
programs, organisations and facilities, and our values of caring and respect will extend to people of
all ages, cultures, abilities and needs.
To achieve this objective, Council is committed to encourage responsible dog and cat ownership
through the enforcement of the provisions of Local Law No. 2 (Animal Management) 2015.
CONSULTATION
Consulted
Senior Management Accountant – Business Partnering
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Comments/Actions
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OPTIONS
Option One
That Council resolves as follows:
1. That pursuant to sections 133 and 134 of the Local Government Act 2009, Council resolves to
approve four (4) systematic inspection programs for unregistered cats for the periods 4
January 2021 to 2 April 2021 (Program 1), 5 April 2021 to 2 July 2021 (Program 2), 5 July 2021
to 1 October 2021 (Program 3) and 4 October 2021 to 31 December 2021 (Program 4),
inclusive.
2. That pursuant to sections 113, 114 and 115 of the Animal Management (Cats and Dogs) Act
2008, Council resolves to approve the systematic inspection program for unregistered dogs for
the periods 4 January 2021 to 2 July 2021 (Program 1) and 5 July 2021 to 31 December 2021
(Program 2), inclusive.
Option Two
That Council resolves to act only on complaints received.
OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolve as follows:
1. That pursuant to sections 133 and 134 of the Local Government Act 2009, Council resolves to
approve four (4) systematic inspection programs for unregistered cats for the periods 4
January 2021 to 2 April 2021 (Program 1), 5 April 2021 to 2 July 2021 (Program 2), 5 July 2021
to 1 October 2021 (Program 3) and 4 October 2021 to 31 December 2021 (Program 4),
inclusive.
2. That pursuant to sections 113, 114 and 115 of the Animal Management (Cats and Dogs) Act
2008, Council resolves to approve the systematic inspection program for unregistered dogs
for the periods 4 January 2021 to 2 July 2021 (Program 1) and 5 July 2021 to 31 December
2021 (Program 2), inclusive.
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RAL19/0103 CHANGE TO APPROVAL FOR RECONFIGURING A LOT FOR ONE(1) LOT INTO
SEVEN(7) LOTS AT 20-28 BURBANK ROAD, BIRKDALE AND MCU19/0134 MATERIAL
CHANGE OF USE FOR RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITY AT 17-19 HONEYGEM PLACE,
BIRKDALE

Objective Reference:
Authorising Officer:

Graham Simpson, Acting General Manager Community and Customer
Services

Responsible Officer:

David Jeanes, Group Manager City Planning & Assessment

Report Author:

Daniel Manathunga, Planning Officer

Attachments:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Site and Locality Plan ⇩
Existing Approval ⇩
Amended Conditions ⇩
Proposal Plan ⇩
Noise Impact Assessment ⇩
Development Conditions ⇩

PURPOSE
This application is referred to the General Meeting of Council for determination at the request of
the Divisional Councillor.
BACKGROUND
Council has received the following applications relating to the same property:
 PART A - an ‘other change’ to a development approval for a reconfiguring a lot from one (1
lot) into seven (7 lots) - seeking to amend conditions of the approval associated with the
residential care facility over Lot 1 on SP174943 known as 20-28 Burbank Road, Birkdale.
 PART B - an application for a development permit for a material change of use for a
residential care facility - over Lot 1 zoned within the environmental management and
recreation and open space zone known as 17-19 Honeygem Place, Birkdale (Lot 1 SP174943).
The owner and applicant is Mr David William Shaw and Mrs Alexandra Margaret Shaw care of East
Coast Surveys (Aust) Pty Ltd.
The applications have been made subsequent to a Show Cause notice issued for an unlawful use of
the premises issued 29 July 2019 for the proposed use.
The level of assessment for the separate applications is impact assessable as per table 5.5.1 &
5.4.14 of City Plan where undertaken within the environmental management zone and recreation
and open space zone. Key issues in the assessment of the two (2) applications are listed below:








passive recreation on balance of the lot
fauna friendly fencing
suitability of the use
acoustic impact
environmental impact
car parking
traffic generation
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The above issues have been assessed in the report and in accordance with section 60 of the
Planning Act 2016 (PAct) the change application and material change of use is recommended to be
approved subject to amended development conditions.
ISSUES
Site & Locality
The subject site originally encompassed 1.7 hectares and was created through a historical
reconfiguration of lot which included six (6) residential lots and balance lot (known as lot 1) zoned
within recreation and open space and environmental management zone with access from
Honeygem Place and Burbank Road.
Lot 1 has a site area of 1.373 hectares and is currently improved by a dwelling house, relative’s
apartment and domestic outbuildings in the form of a shed and carport structure as depicted in
Attachment 2. All of which is confined to the building envelope area. While the balance of the site
is constrained by a covenant and conditions restricting the use to passive recreation.
Adjoining the subject site to the east is low density residential zoned land consisting of dwelling
houses within 17m of the premises. The site is part of a broader open space network that links Old
Cleveland Road East (south) and Collingwood Road (north) and Birkdale Bushland Refuge to the
east, albeit fragmented by a mix of State, Local and private tenure.
An important scenic feature of the site is a large dam on the north-west of the site. The dam is
noted to have two (2) distinct purposes. Firstly, hydrology which provides stormwater retention
for the site and surrounding catchment discharging to Moreton Bay. Second, the dam and riparian
vegetation is both a scenic landscape and environmental linkage of local significance.
In terms of services, the site has existing provisions derived from Honeygem Place including water
main, hydrant, sewerage and overhead power. Access is via a no through road (a local street). The
topography of the site generally falls away from Honeygem Place towards an existing dam within
the centre of the site.
Planning Act 2016
The applications have been made in accordance with the PAct and the Development Assessment
Rules and is assessed below as follows:
 Part A will consider the change application to the approved reconfiguration; and
 Part B will consider the material change of use application.
PART A – other change (RAL19/0103)
Proposal
The proposed ‘other change’ is to a development approval for a reconfiguration of lot one (1) into
seven (7), which seeks to amend conditions of approval to allow active and passive recreation
where conditions restricted use to passive recreation (see Attachment 3) as follows:
 remove condition 4.4.1 c) which restricts the use of land outside of the building envelope for
passive recreational nature (walking, bird watching, etc.) and is to have minimal impact on
vegetation and the natural environment;
 remove condition 4.4.2 which requires any proposal to amend the location, orientation or
shape of the designated building envelope, to require a separate application and approval; and
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 amend condition 4.4.8 to require fauna friendly fencing on the north and south property
boundaries only.
Minor change
The applicant has made a number of changes to the application during the assessment period. The
changes are considered to be a minor change under Schedule 2 of the PAct as it does not result in
substantially different development, and/or responds to further advice by Council. Therefore,
there is no effect on the assessment stages identified in accordance with the Development
Assessment Rules.
Owners consent
In accordance with the PAct a ‘change application must be accompanied by the written consent of
the owners of the premises’. Owner’s consent was provided by the applicant in relation to Lot 1 on
SP174943 (the premises). The applicant submitted representations that the premises complied
with the ‘excluded premises’ definition under the PAct where two (2) aspects are to be considered
to determine owners consent.
The first aspect to consider is whether the change will materially impact the adjoining premises,
which in this instance is not the case where retaining conditions of approval restricting use over
the balance of the site as environmental and recreational purposes. Further access requirements
are maintained for allotments. Therefore the proposed change will not materially impact the
adjoining premises.
The second aspect considered is whether it is impractical to obtain consent given the premises has
been subdivided and now has many owners. Given the premises has been subdivided and now has
many owners, it is considered to meet this test and be impractical.
It is therefore considered that the written consent provided is appropriate for the change
application as ‘excluded premises’ in accordance with the two part test.
Assessment framework
The application has been made in accordance with the PAct, Development Assessment Rules and
constitutes an impact assessable ‘other change’ application to a development approval for
reconfiguring a lot under City Plan.
In accordance with section 82 of the PAct:
‘(1) This section applies to a change application, other than for a minor change to a
development approval.
(2) For administering the change application, and assessing and deciding the change
application in the context of the development approval, the relevant provisions apply—
(a) as if—
(i) the responsible entity were the assessment manager; and
(ii) the change application were the original development application, with the
changes included, but was made when the change application was made; and
(b) with necessary changes.
(3) However—
(a) section 53 does not apply to the change application if the change is not a minor
change only because the change may cause—
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(i) a referral to a referral agency if there were no referral agencies for the
development application; or
(ii) a referral to extra referral agencies; or
(iii) a referral agency to assess the change application against extra matters; and
(b) the power—
(i) to direct that a development condition be imposed under section 56(1)(b)(i)
includes a power to direct that a development condition be amended; and
(ii) to impose a development condition under section 60(2)(c) or (3)(b) or 64(6)(b)
includes a power to amend a development condition; and
(c) if the responsible entity is, under section 78A(3), the Minister—
(i) the relevant provisions apply to the change application only if, and to the extent,
those provisions would apply to a development application called in by the
Minister; and
(ii) section 105(5) and (6) applies for assessing and deciding the change application.
(4) To remove any doubt, it is declared that the following matters apply, only to the extent
the matters are relevant to assessing and deciding the change application in the context
of the development approval—
(a) the assessment benchmarks;
(b) any matters a referral agency must, may, or may only assess the application against
or have regard to under section 55(2);
(d) if the development to which the change application relates requires impact
assessment—any matters the assessment must or may be carried out against or
having regard to under section 45(5)(a)(ii) or (b).
(5) If a change application is made within 1 year after the development approval was given,
any properly made submission for the application for the development approval is taken
to be a properly made submission for the change application.
(6) In this section—
relevant provisions means—
(a) section 45(6) to (8); and
(b) part 2, division 2, other than section 51; and
(c) part 3, other than sections 63 and 64(8)(c); and
(d) the development assessment rules.
In accordance with section 45 of the PAct:
(5) An impact assessment is an assessment that—
(a) must be carried out—
(i) against the assessment benchmarks in a categorising instrument for the
development; and
(ii) having regard to any matters prescribed by regulation for this subparagraph; and
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(b) may be carried out against, or having regard to, any other relevant matter, other
than a person’s personal circumstances, financial or otherwise.
Examples of another relevant matter—
•

a planning need

•

the current relevance of the assessment benchmarks in the light of changed
circumstances

•

whether assessment benchmarks or other prescribed matters were based on
material errors

(6) An assessment carried out against a statutory instrument, or another document applied,
adopted or incorporated (with or without changes) in a statutory instrument, must be
carried out against the statutory instrument or document as in effect when the application
was properly made.
(7) However, if the statutory instrument or other document is amended or replaced before
the assessment manager decides the application, the assessment manager may give the
weight that the assessment manager considers is appropriate, in the circumstances, to the
amendment or replacement.
Section 31 of the Planning Regulation 2017 relevantly identifies that:
(1) For section 45(5)(a)(ii) of the Act, the impact assessment must be carried out having
regard to—
(a) the matters stated in schedules 9 and 10 for the development; and
(d) if the prescribed assessment manager is a person other than the chief executive—
(i) the regional plan for a region; and
(ii) the State Planning Policy, to the extent the State Planning Policy is not identified
in the planning scheme as being appropriately integrated in the planning scheme;
and
(f) any development approval for, and any lawful use of, the premises or adjacent
premises; and
(g) the common material.
(2) However—
(a) an assessment manager may, in assessing development requiring impact assessment,
consider a matter mentioned in subsection (1) only to the extent the assessment
manager considers the matter is relevant to the development; and
(b) if an assessment manager is required to carry out impact assessment against
assessment benchmarks in an instrument stated in subsection (1), this section does
not require the assessment manager to also have regard to the assessment
benchmarks.’
In summary, the assessment manager is to assess and decide the application as if the change
application were the original development application, but was made under City Plan. Further in
this instance under City Plan the application would be impact assessable. In that, the application
must be carried out against the assessment benchmarks, matters prescribed by the Planning
Regulation 2017 and may have regard to any other relevant matter. Matters considered in this
report are detailed in the below sections.
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Assessment Benchmarks
The application is subject to impact assessment and in this regard, is subject to assessment against
the entire planning scheme. However, it is recognised that the following codes are relevant to the
application:










Environmental management zone code;
Recreation and open space zone code;
Reconfiguring a lot code;
Healthy waters code;
Infrastructure works code;
Landscape code;
Environmental significance overlay code;
Flood and storm tide hazard overlay code; and
Transport, servicing, access and parking code.

Matters prescribed by regulation
Section 30 of the Planning Regulation 2017 refers to the assessment benchmarks the assessment
manager must have regard to generally, however the assessment manager may, in assessing
development requiring impact assessment, consider an assessment benchmark only to the extent
the assessment benchmark is relevant to the development. The following matters have been
considered:









Schedules 9 and 10 of the Planning Regulation 2017;
South East Queensland (SEQ) Regional Plan;
State Planning Policy;
Temporary State Planning Policy;
Local Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP) ;
Schedule 11 of the Planning Regulation 2017;
Common material; and
Existing approvals.

Relevant matters
In accordance with s45(5)(b) of PAct the assessment manager may have regard to any other
relevant matter, other than a person’s personal circumstances, financial or otherwise in the
decision of the application. There were no additional matters considered as part of the assessment
of this application.
Decision making rules
Section 82 of the PAct states that: ‘(2) For administering the change application, and assessing
and deciding the change application in the context of the development approval, the relevant
provisions apply—(a) as if—
(i) the responsible entity were the assessment manager; and
(ii) the change application were the original development application, with the
changes included, but was made when the change application was made;
and
(b) with necessary changes.
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(3) However—
(b) the power—
(i) to direct that a development condition be imposed under section 56(1)(b)(i)
includes a power to direct that a development condition be amended; and
(ii) to impose a development condition under section 60(2)(c) or (3)(b)
or 64(6)(b) includes a power to amend a development condition; and’
Section 60 of the PAct states that:
‘(1) This section applies to a properly made application, other than a part of a
development application that is a variation request.
(3) To the extent the application involves development that requires impact
assessment, and subject to section 62, the assessment manager, after carrying out
the assessment, must decide—
(a) to approve all or part of the application; or
(b) to approve all or part of the application, but impose development conditions
on the approval; or
(c) to refuse the application.
(5) The assessment manager may give a preliminary approval for all or part of the
development application, even though the development application sought a
development permit.
(6) If an assessment manager approves only part of a development application, the
rest is taken to be refused.’
Accordingly, the assessment manager after carrying out the assessment must decide the
application in accordance with section 60(3) given the application is impact assessable
under City Plan. The report seeks to provide assessment and resolves to decide the
application in accordance with the above decision discretion applied under the PAct.
Application assessment
The historical context of conditions requiring the building envelope, Local Law 6 and covenant are
summarised below:
 Under the 1988 Transitional Planning Scheme and 1998 Strategic Plan, the site was within the
Public Open Space and Special Protection Area designation; therefore conditions of approval
required a building envelope, declaration of a Vegetation Protection Order (VPO) and
Vegetation Management Plan. These conditions of approval ensured that the site conserved
the physical and natural features of the lot. Specifically, existing vegetation to be maintained
and enhanced, revegetation restricted to native vegetation and allow fauna movements.
 Use of the site outside of the building envelope is restricted to passive recreational purposes
to align with public open space zoning intent, with the land remaining in private ownership
and not dedicated to public ownership.
 The covenant and building envelope were conditioned at operational works to align with the
Q100 flood event which took into account the drainage and hydrology considerations relevant
to the site considering the existing dam connected to the wider drainage catchment.
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 The dam and riparian vegetation provide both scenic landscape and environmental linkage for
adjoining natural and open spaces of local significance.
Overall, the assessment of this application will consider the change in the context of the
development approval and relevance of the above intent if the application was lodged under the
current City Plan.
Use of the land
The change application seeks removal of the following conditions:
‘condition 4.4.1
c) Generally, use of the land outside of the building envelope is to be passive recreational
nature (walking, bird watching, etc.) and is to have minimal impact on vegetation and the
natural environment. Any proposed use of the outside of the designated building envelope
is to be considered as a Column V use under the transitional planning scheme and shall
require separate application and approval. Council shall not give favourable consideration
to a Column V use, which does not protect, maintain or enhance the environmental values
identified for proposed Lot 1.
4.4.2 Building Envelope Amendments
a) Any proposal to amend the location, orientation or shape of a designated building
envelope shall require separate application and approval. Council shall not give favourable
consideration to any such application that increases the area of the site beyond the
approved designated building envelope, or causes loss of fauna habitat, or vegetation,
above which would have occurred on the original site. Landowners shall be responsible for
showing any approved amendments to the designated building envelope on a plan of
survey and for re-pegging the amended location on site.
b) No amendment shall be allowed the reconfigures the envelope into smaller groups, or
alters the shape from a regular, contiguous shape.
c) No amendment shall be permitted after clearing of a designated building envelope has
occurred.’
The intent of the above conditions is divided into two (2) aspects:
 use of the land for passive recreation (walking, bird watching, etc.); and
 protect, maintain and enhance the environmental values of the site.
Taking into account City Plan, the use of the balance of the site would be managed by virtue of the
table of assessment, which would elevate use of the land to assessable development where within
the recreation and open space zone. Therefore the use of the site would be required to comply
with the following performance outcomes PO1 and PO12 of the recreation and open space zone:
‘PO1
Development predominantly facilitates passive or active recreational use of the land or
supports the conservation and management of areas with significant environmental values.
PO12
The drainage and flood related functions of open space are maintained.
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Overall Outcomes:
f) land used for privately operated recreational facilities is retained for open spacebased recreational functions and development is limited to activities and
facilities that support or have a nexus with the primary open space or
recreational function of the land;
g) development is compatible with and does not detract from the visual quality or
the ecological, buffering, drainage or flood related functions of the land;’
In respect to condition 4.4.1; assessable development would retain the use of the land to
predominantly facilitate passive or active recreational use as detailed within the performance
outcomes and overall outcomes of the recreation and open space zone. Further, conditions
retained specifically building envelope and vegetation protection would prohibit additional
building and structures associated with active recreation. Therefore the intent of the original
condition is considered to be retained through the implementation of City Plan and is no longer
relevant in this instance.
The second aspect, namely ‘protect, maintain and enhance the environmental values of proposed
lot 1’ is managed through retaining conditions of approval relating to a building envelope,
covenant and Local Law 6 protection of vegetation. These conditions will ensure that the
environmental significance of the site is protected and maintained.
In respect to condition 4.4.2, the PAct would require a further change application to the current
approval to be submitted and assessed against the environmental significance overlay.
Future development and specifically amending the building envelope would be required to comply
with performance outcomes PO2, PO3, PO6 and PO7 of the Environmental significance overlay
code which state:
‘PO2
Development does not result in a significant reduction in the level or condition of biodiversity
and ecological functions and processes in the locality.
PO3
Development does not cause substantial fragmentation of habitat areas.
PO6
The design, scale and intensity of development minimises impacts on retained habitat.
PO7
Retained habitat is protected to ensure its on-going health and resilience, and to avoid
degradation as a result of edge effects.’
Therefore, development would be required to not adversely impact on the level or condition of
biodiversity and ecological functions of the site. The design, scale and intensity of development
would be required to minimise impacts on retained habitat; aligning with the intent of the original
condition.
Increasing the development footprint, specifically in relation to additional buildings and structures,
would not be allowed where a current building envelope is relevant (condition 4.4.1) over the
allotment, which is referenced within Attachment 3. Furthermore, clearing of vegetation would
not be supported where conditions requiring a covenant and Local Law 6 Protection of Vegetation
is retained outside of the building envelope.
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It is therefore considered that under City Plan, the intent of the original conditions will be
maintained through the intent of the zone, Environmental significance overlay and retention of
conditions in respect to building envelope, covenant and Local Law 6 protection of vegetation.
The conditions are recommended to be removed in the context of the City Plan assessment and
further conditions relating to the material change of use over the site, if approved.
Fauna friendly fencing
Secondly, the change application seeks removal of the following condition:
‘4.4.8 Fauna Friendly Fencing
Should new fencing be erected along the allotment boundary, the fencing is not to impede
fauna movement and it is to be in compliance with any of the design options contained in
Council’s Fauna Friendly brochure.’
The corresponding assessment benchmark under City Plan is performance outcomes PO4 and PO8
of the Environmental significance overlay state:
‘PO4
Connections between habitat areas are retained, so that movement of key species and
normal gene flow between populations is not inhibited or made less safe.
Connections may include both continuous corridors and “stepping stone” patches and
refuges.
PO8
Barriers restricting the movement and dispersal of wildlife are removed, except where
they are necessary for the safety of people or animals.’
Under City Plan, fauna friendly fencing requirements are considered relevant. However, amending
the condition is supported based on the following assessment.
The site is considered to be fragmented towards the east and west where expansion of the urban
footprint has resulted in barriers for the movement of key species as depicted within Attachment
3. However, the north-south connection and north-eastern portion of the lot between habitat
areas is relevant and it is considered necessary to retain connection between habitat areas.
Therefore fauna friendly fencing specific to the site is required along the north, north-east and
south boundaries in order to comply with performance outcome PO4 and PO8.
Accordingly, it is recommended that the condition requiring fauna friendly is amended to relate
only to the north, north-east and southern boundaries and be updated to reflect Council’s current
fauna fencing guidelines as detailed within Attachment 3.
PART B – Material change of use (MCU19/0134)
Proposal
The proposed development is for a material change of use for a residential care facility, which is
defined in the Planning Regulation 2017 as:
‘residential care facility means the use of premises for supervised accommodation, and
medical and other support services, for persons who—
(a)
(b)

can not live independently; and
require regular nursing or personal care.

Examples of a residential care facility—convalescent home, nursing home’
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The scale of the development is summarised below:
 accommodation and support for a maximum of six (6) children at any given time residing
onsite with severe disabilities requiring regular personal care;
 a maximum of two (2) staff on-site at any given time;
 one (1) specialised bus parked onsite within a carport structure; and
 onsite car parking.
The proposed built form is confined to the existing building (previously a relatives apartment)
measuring 12.9m by 8.4m; consisting of four (4) bedrooms, two (2) bathrooms, dining and kitchen
including staff quarters. The proposal plans are included in Attachment 4.
Operationally the following is relevant:
 the balance of the lot to be used for active and passive recreational use for the resident
children only, under the supervision of staff;
 resident children are taken to school each day by the onsite bus;
 during weekends resident children and associated parents or carers are taken out for day trips
and activities off site; and
 the facility is open 24 hours a day, seven (7) days per week.
Assessment framework
In assessing this application section 45 of the PAct provides that:
(5)

An impact assessment is an assessment that—
(a)

(b)
(6)

must be carried out—
(i)

against the assessment benchmarks in a categorising instrument for
the development; and

(ii)

having regard to any matters prescribed by regulation for this
subparagraph; and

may be carried out against, or having regard to, any other relevant matter,
other than a person’s personal circumstances, financial or otherwise.

Subsections (7) and (8) apply if an assessment manager is, under subsection (3) or
(5), assessing a development application against or having regard to—
(a)

a statutory instrument; or

(b)

another document applied, adopted or incorporated (with or without
changes) in a statutory instrument.

(7)

The assessment manager must assess the development application against or
having regard to the statutory instrument, or other document, as in effect when
the development application was properly made.

(8)

However, the assessment manager may give the weight the assessment manager
considers is appropriate, in the circumstances, to—
(a)
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the assessment manager—the amended or replacement instrument or
document; or
(b)

another statutory instrument—
(i)

that comes into effect after the development application is properly
made but before it is decided by the assessment manager; and

(ii)

that the assessment manager would have been required to assess, or
could have assessed, the development application against, or having
regard to, if the instrument had been in effect when the application
was properly made.

Section 31 of the Planning Regulation 2017 relevantly identifies that:
(1)

For section 45(5)(a)(ii) of the Act, the impact assessment must be carried out
having regard to— (a) the matters stated in schedules 9 and 10 for the
development; and
(b)

if the prescribed assessment manager is the chief executive—
(i)

the strategic outcomes for the local government area stated in the
planning scheme; and (ii) the purpose statement stated in the
planning scheme for the zone and any overlay applying to the
premises under the planning scheme; and

(iii)

the strategic intent and desired regional outcomes stated in the
regional plan for a region; and

(iv)

the State Planning Policy, parts C and D; and

(v)

for premises designated by the Minister—the designation for the
premises; and

(c)

if the prescribed assessment manager is a person other than the chief
executive or the local government—the planning scheme; and

(d)

if the prescribed assessment manager is a person other than the chief
executive—
(i)
(ii)

(e)
(f)
(g)
(2)

Item 14.4
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not identified in the planning scheme as being appropriately
integrated in the planning scheme; and
(iii) for designated premises—the designation for the premises; and
any temporary State planning policy applying to the premises; and
any development approval for, and any lawful use of, the premises or
adjacent premises; and
the common material.

However—
(a) an assessment manager may, in assessing development requiring impact
assessment, consider a matter mentioned in subsection (1) only to the
extent the assessment manager considers the matter is relevant to the
development; and
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if an assessment manager is required to carry out impact assessment
against assessment benchmarks in an instrument stated in subsection (1),
this section does not require the assessment manager to also have regard
to the assessment benchmarks.

In summary, the assessment manager is to assess and decide the application in accordance
with section 45 of the PAct. In that, the application must be carried out against the
assessment benchmarks, matters prescribed by the Planning Regulation 2017 and may have
regard to any other relevant matter. Matters considered in this report are detailed in the
below sections.
Assessment Benchmarks
The application is subject to impact assessment and in this regard, is subject to assessment against
the entire planning scheme. However, it is recognised that the following codes are relevant to the
application:









Environmental management zone code;
Recreation and open space zone code;
Healthy waters code;
Infrastructure works code;
Landscape code;
Environmental significance overlay code;
Flood and storm tide hazard overlay code; and
Transport, servicing, access and parking code.

Matters prescribed by regulation
Section 30 of the Planning Regulation 2017 refers to the assessment benchmarks the assessment
manager must have regard to generally, however the assessment manager may, in assessing
development requiring impact assessment, consider an assessment benchmark only to the extent
the assessment benchmark is relevant to the development. The following matters have been
considered:









Schedules 9 and 10 of the Planning Regulation 2017;
SEQ Regional Plan;
State Planning Policy;
Temporary State Planning Policy;
Local Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP) ;
Schedule 11 of the Planning Regulation 2017;
Common material; and
Existing approvals.

Relevant matters
In accordance with s45(5)(b) of Planning Act 2016 the assessment manager may have regard to
any other relevant matter, other than a person’s personal circumstances, financial or otherwise in
the decision of the application. The following additional matters were considered as part of the
assessment of the application:
 Scale and intensity.
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Decision making framework
Section 60 of the Planning Act 2016 states that:
‘(1) This section applies to a properly made application, other than a part of a
development application that is a variation request.
(3)

To the extent the application involves development that requires impact
assessment, and subject to section 62, the assessment manager, after carrying
out the assessment, must decide—
(a)

to approve all or part of the application; or

(b)

to approve all or part of the application, but impose development
conditions on the approval; or

(c)

to refuse the application.

(5)

The assessment manager may give a preliminary approval for all or part of the
development application, even though the development application sought a
development permit.

(6)

If an assessment manager approves only part of a development application, the
rest is taken to be refused.

Accordingly, the assessment manager after carrying out the assessment must decide the
application in accordance with section 60(3) given the application is impact assessable
under City Plan. The report seeks to provide assessment and resolves to decide the
application in accordance with the above decision discretion applied under the PAct.
Application assessment
Suitability of the use
The site has a split zoning with the development footprint confined to the Environmental
management zone and the balance of the site zoned within the Recreation and open space zone.
The zone intends the following:
Environmental management zone code:
‘PO1
Development directly supports conservation and environmental management purposes or is
a single dwelling house on a lot.
PO2
Development is of a small scale and low intensity, which maintains the natural character of
the site and is compatible with nearby uses.
Overall outcomes:
a)

the environmental values and ecological functions of land within this zone are
maintained or enhanced;

b)

land retains a generally undeveloped character;

c)

reconfiguration avoids further fragmentation of land; and

d)

development is generally limited to a single dwelling house on a large lot or small
scale activities that facilitate the management or conservation of the
environmental values on or near the land.’
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Recreation and open space zone code:
‘PO1
Development predominantly facilitates passive or active recreational use of the land
or supports the conservation and management of areas with significant
environmental values.
Overall outcomes:
‘(f) land used for privately operated recreational facilities is retained for open
space-based recreational functions and development is limited to activities and
facilities that support or have a nexus with the primary open space or
recreational function of the land;
(g) development is compatible with and does not detract from the visual quality or
the ecological, buffering, drainage or flood related functions of the land;’
The proposed development is not intended within the Environmental management zone where
not considered to directly support conservation and environmental management purposes and is
not a single dwelling house. Therefore the proposed development is unable to comply with
performance outcome PO1 and overall outcomes of the Environmental Management Zone code
stated above.
However ‘other relevant matters’ have been considered in the assessment of the application
including the scale and intensity of the proposed use. The proposed residential care facility is
considered of similar scale to a ‘community residence’, which under Schedule 6 of the Planning
Regulation 2017, a local categorising instrument is prohibited from making assessable
development, provided they are able to operate within the following parameters:
‘6 Material change of use for community residence
(1) A material change of use of premises for a community residence, if—
a) the premises are included in a prescribed zone under a local
categorising instrument; and
b) no more than 7 support workers attend the residence in a 24-hour
period; and
c) at least 2 car parks are provided on the premises for use by residents
and visitors; and
d) at least 1 of the car parks stated in paragraph (c) is suitable for persons
with disabilities; and
e) at least 1 car park is provided on the premises for use by support
workers.
(2) In this section—
prescribed zone means—
(a) any of the following zones stated in schedule 2—
(iv) environmental management and conservation zone;’
While the development could comply with the above, the use as proposed does not meet the
definition of a ‘community residence’ under Schedule 24 of the Planning Regulation 2017, as two
(2) staff may be onsite at any given time. The definition states:
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‘community residence—
(a) means the use of premises for residential accommodation for—
(i)

no more than—
(B) 6 persons who require assistance or support with daily living needs;
and

(ii)

no more than 1 support worker; and

(b) includes a building or structure that is reasonably associated with the use in
paragraph (a).’
It considered reasonable to assume that the proposed development could largely comply with the
exemptions if the proposed use had a maximum of one (1) staff member onsite at any given time
and not require a development permit and associated conditions whereby confined to a
prescribed zone being the Environmental management zoned part of the lot. The policy shows a
clear intent from the State legislation to encourage small scale facilities providing accommodation
and care for persons that require assistance without the need for a development permit. Local
planning instruments such as City Plan have no jurisdiction to make assessable. The argument has
been made to the State that prescribed zones should be limited where environmental zone is not
considered compatible for such a use.
Meanwhile, use of land within the recreation and open spaces zone (land outside the building
envelope) is proposed to be used for active and passive recreation by patients under supervision
of staff, which meets the intent of the Recreation and open space zone code performance
outcomes PO1 which states:
‘PO1:
Development predominantly facilitates passive or active recreational use of the land
or supports the conservation and management of areas with significant
environmental values.’
Therefore, it is recommended that the development is suitable with the imposition of conditions
restricting the scale and intensity of the use to be compatible with the exemptions applied to
community residence as a defined within the Planning Regulation 2017 above.
Further, conditions restricting use of the recreation and open space zoned land to passive and
active recreational will ensure the development is consistent with the zone. Conditions proposed
are within Attachment 6.
Acoustic impact
The proposed residential care facility is adjacent to an established Low density residential zoned
neighbourhood with properties towards the south, east and west, which are considered sensitive
land uses (refer to Attachment 5).
Performance outcome PO2 of the Environmental management zone code and performance
outcome PO11 of the Recreation and open space zone states:
‘Environmental management zone:
PO2
Development is of a small scale and low intensity, which maintains the natural
character of the site and is compatible with nearby uses.
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Recreation and open space zone:
PO11
Development minimises lighting, noise and other impacts on nearby sensitive land
uses and habitat areas.’
In order to demonstrate compliance with the above performance outcomes, the applicant
supplied a noise impact assessment undertaken by JT Environmental Pty Ltd. The key findings of
the report are summarised below including recommendations to minimise noise impacts on
nearby sensitive land uses including:
 Noise monitoring was undertaken onsite where existing free-field noise exposure levels were
determined. The report states that ambient noise in the area was dominated by residential
road traffic noise.
 The modelling took into account the likely source of the noise impact against the sensitive
receptors adjoining the site with the results restricted to day time only (7am-6pm). The
findings of the modelling confirm compliance with schedule 1 of the Environmental Protection
(Noise) Policy 2019 with the inclusion of a screen wall along the eastern edge of the shed play
areas detailed within Attachment 5.
 The noise modelling also considered the use of the south-west corner of the site for passive
and active recreational taking into account the likely noise emitted by the combined resident
and staff while outside of the building as a relevant noise sources. This is discussed further
below.
The noise impact assessment provided the following recommendations, including:
 Provide a 2.2m high acoustic barrier along the immediate edge (eastern edge) of the Shed Play
Area as depicted within Attachment 5; and
 Restrict the use of the shed play area and any external play areas only to day-time periods
(7am-6pm).
Importantly, submitter concerns in relation to the ongoing management and ensuring high
standards of resident welfare is managed by an independent government body.
Specifically, the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) Quality and Safeguards Commission
(NDIS Commission), which is an independent government body that works to improve the quality
and safety of services and supports provided to people with disability under the NDIS (and in some
cases, outside of the NDIS) by NDIS providers.
Therefore it is prudent to note that noise impacts are considered only within the confines of the
relevant statutory planning instruments which are generally limited to the intensity and scale of
the development rather than staff training standards and resident behaviour/welfare issues.
Albeit, that the noise impact assessment has considered resident noise to be reasonable and
comply with the corresponding Environmental Protection (Noise) Policy 2019.
In conjunction with the noise impact assessment recommendations; further development
conditions limiting the number of employees, bedrooms and patients as detailed below is
reasonable and relevant including:
 a maximum of two (2) support workers onsite at any given time;
 a maximum of four (4) bedrooms; and
 a maximum of six (6) resident patients onsite at any given time.
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The restriction on intensity and scale will minimise impacts associated with the facility allowing
enforceable conditions which the residential care facility is required to uphold. Any increase
intensity is not permitted without further development application being issued.
Overall it is recommended that conditions be imposed to restrict the development to a low
intensity inclusive of an acoustic barrier and restrict external operating hours to comply with the
Environmental Protection (Noise) Policy 2019, schedule 1 and minimise impact on surrounding
sensitive receptors (refer to Attachment 6).
Environmental impact
The proposed development is within the existing building, which is contained within the approved
building envelope associated with the original reconfiguration of lot approval and located outside
of the environmental significance overlay mapped areas as detailed in Attachment 1. No clearing
of vegetation is proposed to facilitate the proposed development, including car parking area.
It is prudent to note that the premises has an existing covenant, building envelope and protection
of vegetation conditions, which do not allow clearing of vegetation outside the envelope.
Additionally, the site is within the Environmental management and Recreation and open space
zone where all clearing of native vegetation is assessable development. Therefore the proponent
would not be able to undertake any clearing without an operational works permit, which is code
assessable against the Environmental significance overlay code.
Car parking
Performance outcome PO8 of the Transport, servicing, access and parking code states that:
‘On-site vehicle parking:
1. is clearly defined, safe and easily accessible;
2. accommodates a sufficient number of vehicles, having regard to:
1) the type and size of development;
2) expected resident, employee and customer movements;
3) the location of the use;
4) the capacity of the existing road network to accommodate on-street parking;
and
5) access to public transport;
3. includes dedicated parking spaces for people with a disability, motor cycles and
bicycles.’
The applicant has supplied a car parking plan, which is within Attachment 4. In order to comply
with performance outcome PO8 the assessment is considered in two (2) aspects. Firstly, whether a
sufficient number of vehicles spaces are provided onsite considering the proposed use. Secondly,
whether the vehicle parking area is safe and easily accessible to service the proposed
development. The two (2) aspects are assessed below accordingly.
Firstly, the proposed development provides four (4) vehicle spaces onsite which is considered
sufficient in terms number of vehicles anticipated by the development based on the following
breakdown:
 one (1) spaces for visitor based on 1 visitor space per 10 beds;
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 two (2) spaces dedicated for staff; and
 one (1) space dedicated for a bus or ambulance can stand. This will be conditioned so that
other vehicle movements are not impeded.
On-site vehicle parking accommodates a sufficient number of vehicles and is considered to
comply.
Secondly, the car parking area does not meet Australian Standard 2890.1 – Parking Facilities in
respect to manoeuvrability, where insufficient aisle width is proposed. However, it is considered to
comply with performance outcome PO8 based on the following basis:
 The proposed use is small scale and is not considered to result in substantial traffic generation
or movements where staff parking is accommodated, bus parking is provided and the visitation
is considered to be minimal. Considering the size of the use the onsite parking is considered
safe and easily accessible with movement restricted onsite.
 The location of the use is within an established residential area where a large hardstand,
commercial car parking area would not be compatible with the low scale environment.
Therefore the existing car parking area where low key, screened with vegetation and generally
compatible with a low density residential area. Additionally, the car parking plan provided is
sufficient to allow vehicle movements to be retained within the premises, negating any impact
to the lower order road of Honeygem Place. Therefore considering the location of use the
existing parking area is sufficient in this instance.
 On-street parking is not required where conditioned to be retained onsite.
 Upgrading the car parking area to comply with Australian Standard 2890.1 – Parking Facilities
would not be reasonable where the existing provisions are sufficient in terms of ease of access
and safety.
Therefore the parking area is considered to be clearly defined, safe and easily accessible sufficient
for the small scale use of the premises.
Overall, it is reasonable and relevant to condition the proposed development to provide all car
parking wholly within the premises and limit the scale and intensity.
Accordingly, the proposed development is considered to comply with performance outcome PO8
with the imposition of development conditions detailed within Attachment 6.
Traffic generation
Performance outcome PO3 of the Transport, servicing, access and parking code states:
‘PO3
Development maintains or improves the safe and efficient operation of transport
networks having regard to (amongst other things):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Item 14.4

the existing or planned function of the roads affected;
available sight distances and the location and design of access points;
accessibility by public transport, pedestrians and cyclists;
the potential for conflict between vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists;
the loss or increase of on-street parking;
the location, construction and maintenance of utility infrastructure; and
the nature and intensity of traffic and parking generated by the development.’
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The proposed development is considered to comply with PO3 based on the following assessment:
 The Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) Guide to Traffic Generation Developments provides
traffic generation rates for various land uses. The rate suggested for housing for aged and
disabled persons is compared to a dwelling house below. The traffic generated by the
proposed use is considered to generate minimal traffic and is therefore appropriate for the
local road network.
Land Use
Housing for aged and
disabled persons

Dwelling houses

Rate
Daily vehicle trips

1-2 per dwelling

Weekday
peak
vehicle trips
Daily vehicle trips

hour

Weekday
peak
vehicle trips

hour

0.1-0.2 per dwelling
9.0 per dwelling
0.85 per dwelling

Table 1: RTA- Guide to Traffic Generating Developments



The access point is considered to have adequate sight distances where 45m is required in a
50km/hour speed limit as per the Australian Standard 2890.1:2004 (Attachment 3).



The proposed development allocates all necessary car parking on site to ensure there is no
impact on the supply of on-street parking.

Overall, the proposed development is considered to maintain the safe and efficient operation of
the local street (Honeygem Place), in accordance with PO3 and subject to recommended
conditions of approval within Attachment 6.
INFRASTRUCTURE CHARGES
PART A - Other change
No additional lots are created or dwelling houses proposed. Accordingly, the proposed
development is not subject to infrastructure charges in accordance with the Adopted
Infrastructure Charges Resolution.
PART B - Material change of use
The proposed development is defined as ‘residential care facility’ under schedule 24 of the
Planning Regulation 2017. Under schedule 16, the prescribed amount for a ‘residential care
facility’ is substantially greater than a ‘community residence’.
It is considered that for the purpose of infrastructure charges the use has a scale and intensity
similar to a community residence. Therefore, no charge is considered applicable to the proposed
development where no additional bedrooms are to be established and credits applied would
exceed the prescribed amount.
STATE REFERRALS
Both applications did not trigger any referral requirements under Schedule 10 of the Planning
Regulation 2017.
PUBLIC CONSULTION
The applications were both impact assessable and required public notification for fifteen (15)
business days, as below:
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 other change application: 27/02/2020 - 19/03/2020; and
 material change of use 16/01/2020 - 07/02/2020.
Notices of compliance for public notification were received on 20 March 2020 and 10 February
2020 respectively.
The matters raised as part of the submissions lodged as summarised below:
Part A - Other change submissions
In respect to the change application 67 properly made submissions received during the
notification period. A further 24 submissions were received, which were not properly made.
All not properly made submissions were accepted under Part 4 Section 19 of the Development
Assessment Rules.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Issue
Environmental impact
 removal of covenant will impact fauna and flora and wildlife corridors;
 adverse impacts on Koala habitat;
 environmental significance of the site as a ‘stepping stone’ will be impacted; and
 fencing fragmenting fauna movements.
Applicant Response
Not provided. Common material representations relevant.
Officer’s Comment
Addressed in relevant section of the report.
Issue
Amenity:
 waterway/dam, native flora and fauna and open space considered of local significance; and
 adverse impacts from ‘commercial’ use within an existing residential and open space designation.
Applicant Response
Not provided. Common material representations relevant.
Officer’s Comment
Addressed in relevant section of the report.
Issue
Drainage constraint:
 adverse impacts to upstream and downstream properties from the possible removal of the covenant which
could increase flood impacts; and
 introduction of structures, fill and other items within the overland flow pathway leading to increased
impacts where covenant would mitigate and ensure no impediment.
Applicant Response
Not provided. Common material representations relevant.
Officer’s Comment
Drainage function of the land is maintained through limiting building within the building envelope which is
outside of the defined flood event.
Issue
Use of the land:
 use of the land for not only passive recreation will lead to potential nuisances including odour, noise and
other potential nuisances;
 increase the fragmentation of strategic park land connected from North to South of Birkdale; and
 the removal of the covenant will reduce the open space and recreational use of the area and further
fragment quality parkland areas.
Applicant Response
Not provided. Common material representations relevant.
Officer’s Comment
Addressed in relevant section of the report.
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Part B - Material change of use submissions
The material change of use resulted in 201 properly made submissions and a further 36 not
properly made submissions were received.
All not properly made submissions were accepted under Part 4 Section 19 of the Development
Assessment Rules.
1.

Issue
Noise impact to residential zoned properties towards eastern boundary due to the proposed use. Including:
 resident internal and external noise described as clients yelling and banging of equipment and walls;
 traffic movements; and
 customers onsite.
Applicant Response
Applicant provided a noise impact assessment.
Officer’s Comment
The noise impact assessment was assessed and deemed to satisfy reasonable and industry standard modelling
including recommendations. Recommendations are to be conditioned including acoustic barrier and
operational restrictions upon use of external areas.
Submissions detailed resident behaviour impacting on neighbouring residents through noise. It should be noted
that operational Guidelines and Standards for resident behaviour are derived from State Government agencies
with limited jurisdiction available under the Planning Act 2016.
The impacts are considered to be somewhat minimised given the scale and intensity of the use being limited
under the proposed development permit. That is, the noise impact associated with the residential care facility is
considered to be minimised, as far as Council can regulate under planning instruments, through the imposition
of development conditions.

2.

3.

Issue
Environmental Impacts
 fragmentation; and
 clearing of native vegetation.
Applicant Response
No clearing of native vegetation is relevant to this material change of use.
Officer’s Comment
Refer to the assessment section above in relation to the environmental impacts.
Issue
Traffic
 increased traffic generated from the proposed use;
 traffic impacting local road network from car parking; and
 dangerous crossover.
Applicant Response
No response provided.
Officer’s Comment
The proposed use is of scale and intensity which is consistent with the capacity of the road network. No adverse
impacts are relevant from the crossover as sight lines comply with Australian standard. Car parking will be
conditioned to retain wholly within the lot.
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STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Legislative Requirements
In accordance with the Planning Act 2016 this development application has been assessed against
the City Plan and other relevant planning instruments.
Risk Management
The standard development application risks apply. In accordance with the Planning Act 2016 the
applicant or properly made submitter may appeal to the Planning and Environment Court against
a condition of approval or against a decision to refuse.
Financial
The applicant or submitter can appeal to the Planning and Environment Court against this decision
of Council. Such proceedings would incur legal and Court costs.
People
Given this matter relates to a current compliance issue further enforcement of applicable
development conditions will continue at least in the short term by Council’s Development Control
Unit and Health and Environment Unit.
Environmental
Where relevant, the environmental implications are detailed within the assessment in the ‘Issues’
section of this report.
Social
Social implications are detailed within the assessment in the ‘Issues’ section of this report.
Human Rights
No human rights matters are relevant to the assessment of the application.
Alignment with Council’s Policy and Plans
The assessment and officer’s recommendation align with Council’s policies and plans as described
within the ‘Issues’ section of this report.
CONSULTATION
Consulted

Consultation Date

Councillor
Division 10

August 2019
October 2020

Health and
Environment Unit
and Development
Control Unit

Throughout
Development
Application

Item 14.4

Comments/Actions
-  Procedural internal referral to the relevant Councillor.
 Community meeting undertaken by Councillor with residents.
 Application called in for decision at Council General Meeting.
Information provided in regards investigation of use of premises and
noise impacts against Environmental Protection (Noise) Policy 2019.
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OPTIONS
Option One
That Council resolves as follows:
1. To approve the change to approval for reconfiguring a lot for one (1) lot into seven (7) lots on
land described as Lot 4 SP312736 and situated at 20-28 Burbank Road, Birkdale, subject to the
conditions in Attachment 3.
2. To issue a development permit for the material change of use for residential care facility on
land described as Lot 1 SP 174943 and situated at 17-19 Honeygem Place, Birkdale, subject to
the conditions in Attachment 6.
Option Two
That Council resolves as follows:
1. To approve the change to development approval for the reconfiguring a lot for one (1) lot into
seven (7) on land described as Lot 4 SP312736 and situated at 20-28 Burbank Road, Birkdale,
subject to different or amended conditions.
2. To issue a development permit for the material change of use for residential care facility on
land described as Lot 1 SP 174943 and situated at 17-19 Honeygem Place, Birkdale, subject to
different or amended conditions.
Option Three
That Council resolves as follows:
1. To refuse the change to development approval for the reconfiguring a lot for one (1) lot into
seven (7) on land described as Lot 4 SP312736 and situated at 20-28 Burbank Road, Birkdale,
subject to grounds of refusal.
2. To refuse the material change of use for residential care facility on land described as Lot 1 SP
174943 and situated at 17-19 Honeygem Place, Birkdale, subject to grounds of refusal.
OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves as follows:
1. To approve the change to approval for reconfiguring a lot for one (1) lot into seven (7) lots
on land described as Lot 4 SP312736 and situated at 20-28 Burbank Road, Birkdale, subject to
the conditions in Attachment 3.
2. To issue a development permit for the material change of use for residential care facility on
land described as Lot 1 SP 174943 and situated at 17-19 Honeygem Place, Birkdale, subject to
the conditions in Attachment 6.
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RAL20/0020 - 2 INTO 52 LOTS - SUBDIVISION PLUS ROAD, VENDOR LOT, AND OPEN
SPACE LOT

Objective Reference:
Authorising Officer:

Graham Simpson, Acting General Manager Community and Customer
Services

Responsible Officer:

David Jeanes, Group Manager City Planning & Assessment

Report Author:

Brett Dibden, Planning Officer

Attachments:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Conditions & Statement of Reasons for RAL20_0020 ⇩
Locality Plan for RAL20_0020 ⇩
Zone Plan for RAL20_0020 ⇩
Subdivision Proposal Plan for RAL20_0020 ⇩
Erosion Prone Area Mapping for RAL20_0020 ⇩
Site Based Stormwater Management Plan for RAL20_0020 ⇩
Landscape Rehabilitation Plan for RAL20_0020 ⇩
Tree Retention Plan for RAL20_0020 ⇩
Cycleway and Trunk Sewer Plan for RAL20_0020 ⇩

PURPOSE
This application is referred to the General Meeting of Council for determination at the request of
the Divisional Councillor.
BACKGROUND
Council has received an application on land at 124-134 Thornlands Road, Thornlands and part of
66-74 George Thorn Drive, Thornlands seeking a development permit for reconfiguring a lot for 2
into 52 lots plus road, retention lot and open space.
It is intended that the open space lot be dedicated to Council for drainage and open space
purposes.
The owner of the property is Mr AC Daley and Mrs GM Daley (124-134 Thornlands Road) and
Council (66-74 George Thorn Drive) and the applicant is the owner C/- JFP Urban Consultants.
Urgency
The application should be decided by 18 November 2020 in accordance with the Planning Act
2016 (PAct). Should the decision not be made by that date, the application may be deemed
approved.
Assessment framework issues addressed in report
The assessment of the application has occurred in line with the assessment framework outlined in
the PAct. The key issues identified in the assessment, which have been address in the report, are:







zoning
lot layout and design
erosion prone area
environmental values
flood prone land
bushfire hazard
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dam dewatering
stormwater management
access and parking/road design/frontage works
utility infrastructure
waste management
earthworks
sediment and erosion control.

It is recommended that the application be granted a development permit subject to conditions.
ISSUES
Minor change
The original application involved 47 lots. Amended plans were provided in response to Council’s
information request increasing the number of lots to 53 (inclusive of the retention lot), which was
achieved through internal reconfiguration without changing the overall development footprint.
Part of Lot 900 on SP220340 has also been included in the development to facilitate the required
extension of George Thorn Drive at the north-western boundary of the site, with owner’s consent
(Council) provided.
The changes are considered to be minor under Schedule 2 of the PAct. In this instance the change
would not cause:
a) the inclusion of prohibited development in the application; or
b) referral to a referral agency if there were no referral agencies for the development
application; or
c)

referral to extra referral agencies; or

d) a referral agency, in assessing the application under section 55(2), to assess the application
against, or have regard to, a matter, other than a matter the referral agency must have
assessed the application against, or had regard to, when the application was made; or
e) public notification if public notification was not required for the development application.
Therefore, there is no effect on the assessment stages identified in accordance within the PAct
and the development assessment rules.
Proposal
The application is for a two (2) into 52 lots reconfiguration plus road, vendor retention lot (2 ha)
and open space lot (8.63 ha). The development will result in the creation of 52 new residential lots
ranging in size from 400m² to 766m2, each with frontages ≥10m (refer Attachment 4), in addition
to the 2.068ha (vendor) retention lot.
To construct the George Thorn Drive extension, minor road works will be required in part of
Council owned Lot 900 on SP220340.
The George Thorn Drive extension provides an esplanade treatment with the new lots to the west
of this road and the (vendor) retention lot located to the east. The existing dwelling will be
retained on the balance lot and a new access provided from the new esplanade road. The farm
dams located on the southern part of the balance lot will be filled in and the land revegetated.
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The northern dam will be re-profiled to provide a new bio-retention basin to manage stormwater
from the development. The proposed open space lot is proposed to be revegetated where
disturbed as a result of the proposed development.
Lots will gain access from the George Thorn Drive extension and form a new loop road connecting
George Thorn Drive to Thornlands Road. Lots 9 and 10 are internal lots, which will have driveway
access from the loop road.
Site and locality
The site has a total area of 144,300m², excluding the land required for road works on the Councilowned lot. The majority of the site is grassed except for lower laying land which is sparsely
vegetated with native trees and shrubs, which become mangroves where the site adjoins Moreton
Bay. The site is currently improved with a dwelling house and several sheds, which will be retained
as part of the vendor retention lot (refer Attachment 4).
The site falls from approximately 10m Australian height datum (AHD) at the south-western corner
to less than 2m AHD at the site’s external boundaries with Moreton Bay.
The site is located approximately 1.6km east of Cleveland Redland Bay Road and 3.8km north of
the Victoria Point Shopping Centre. The subject site has a mixed zone consisting of low density
residential (LDR) zoned land in the flat higher part of the site to the west, and recreation and open
space (ROS) zoned land in the lower part of the site to the north and east. The surrounding land to
the south and west is also zoned LDR except for a strip of ROS zoned land providing a continuous
buffer to Moreton Bay.
Planning History
Assessment framework
The application has been made in accordance with the PAct Development Assessment Rules and
constitutes a code assessable application subject to table 5.5.1 for reconfiguring a lot under the
City Plan.
In accordance with section 45 of thePAct:
‘(3) A code assessment is an assessment that must be carried out only—
(a)

against the assessment benchmarks in a categorising instrument for the
development; and

(b)

having regard to any matters prescribed by regulation for this paragraph.’

Section 26 of the Planning Regulation 2017 states:
‘(1) For section 45(3)(a) of the Act, the code assessment must be carried out against
the assessment benchmarks for the development stated in schedules 9 and 10.
(2)

Also, if the prescribed assessment manager is the local government, the code
assessment must be carried out against the following assessment benchmarks—
(a)

the assessment benchmarks stated in—
(i)
the regional plan for a region, to the extent the regional plan is not
identified in the planning scheme as being appropriately integrated in the
planning scheme; and
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(ii) the State Planning Policy, part E, to the extent part E is not identified
in the planning scheme as being appropriately integrated in the planning
scheme; and
(iii)
(b)

any temporary State planning policy applying to the premises;

if the local government is an infrastructure provider—the local
government’s LGIP.

(3)

However, an assessment manager may, in assessing development requiring code
assessment, consider an assessment benchmark only to the extent the
assessment benchmark is relevant to the development’.

(6)

Subsections (7) and (8) apply if an assessment manager is, under subsection (3) or
(5), assessing a development application against or having regard to—

(7)

(a)

a statutory instrument; or

(b)

another document applied, adopted or incorporated (with or without
changes) in a statutory instrument.

The assessment manager must assess the development application against or
having regard to the statutory instrument, or other document, as in effect when
the development application was properly made.

Pursuant to section 45(5) of thePAct, the application was assessed against the following applicable
assessment benchmarks.
Assessment
Benchmarks:

City Plan Version 4.0
 low density residential (LDR) zone code
 recreation and open space (ROS) zone code
 healthy waters code
 infrastructure works code
 landscape code
 transport, servicing, access and parking code
 bushfire hazard overlay
 coastal protection (erosion prone areas) overlay
 environmental significance overlay
 flood and storm tide hazard overlay
 waterway corridors and wetlands overlay

Pursuant to section 45(5) of thePAct, Council had regard for the following matters in its
assessment of the application.
Matters prescribed
by Regulation:
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 South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017
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Decision making framework
Section 60 of the PAct states that:
‘(2) To the extent the application involves development that requires code assessment, and
subject to section 62, the assessment manager, after carrying out the assessment—
(a) must decide to approve the application to the extent the development complies with
all of the assessment benchmarks for the development; and
(b) may decide to approve the application even if the development does not comply
with some of the assessment benchmarks; and
Examples—
1 An assessment manager may approve an application for development that does
not comply with some of the benchmarks if the decision resolves a conflict
between the benchmarks.
2 An assessment manager may approve an application for development that does
not comply with some of the benchmarks if the decision resolves a conflict
between the benchmarks and a referral agency’s response.
(c) may impose development conditions on an approval; and
(d) may, to the extent the development does not comply with some or all the
assessment benchmarks, decide to refuse the application only if compliance cannot
be achieved by imposing development conditions.
Example of a development condition—
A development condition that affects the way the development is carried out, or the
management of uses or works that are the natural and ordinary consequence of the
development, but does not have the effect of changing the type of development
applied for.’
(5)

The assessment manager may give a preliminary approval for all or part of the
development application, even though the development application sought a
development permit.

(6) If an assessment manager approves only part of a development application, the rest is
taken to be refused.
Application assessment
Zoning
The subject site includes a split zoning, with the proposed residential lots contained wholly within
the LDR zone, and with the esplanade road partly located in the ROS zone. The retention lot
containing the existing dwelling is also located completely within the ROS zone. The purpose of the
ROS zone is “to provide for a range of sporting, recreation, leisure, cultural, leisure, cultural and
educational activities and to protect ecological, drainage and flood related functions of the open
space areas.”
The proposed esplanade road is located partly in the ROS zone, with the zone boundary aligning
with zone mapping under the superseded Redlands planning scheme, which had specific zoning
for road infrastructure. Relocating the road to be wholly located within the LDR zone would result
in the road not aligning with George Thorn Drive to the north.
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The southern part of the road aligns with the existing dwelling access to Thornlands Road, with the
balance located in a cleared part of the site, except for the northern dam which is intended to be
re-profiled for stormwater purposes. The road will also provide storm tide immunity for the
northern corner of the development. As such, the road will not have any significant impact on
ecological, drainage or flood related functions within the ROS zone.
The Moreton Bay Cycleway (MBC) extends to the south-eastern and north-western boundaries of
the site, and would provide the missing link in this trunk network if the proposed esplanade is
constructed. The MBC will be located on the outside of this road and provides the only
recreational value for the ROS zone within the subject site, given a recreational park is located
nearby at 46-64 George Thorn Drive.
The primary function for the ROS zoned land on the subject site is to provide drainage and flood
related functions, while providing a buffer to the coastal strip, which provides an ecological
function in the form of habitat and movement corridor. Although a lot is proposed within the ROS
zone, it is located in a cleared part of the site that is outside of the area required for drainage,
flood storage and habitat. Also, the lot will contain the existing dwelling and outbuildings, and is
an existing lawful use protected under section 260 of thePAct. This use is located in a cleared part
of the site and would therefore not introduce any additional amenity or environmental impacts. It
is considered that the purpose of the zone can be achieved despite the location of the retention
lot within the ROS zone.
Lot layout and design
Performance outcome PO19 of the LDR zone code relevantly states:
‘Reconfiguration maintains the low density character of the street. Lots less
than 400m2 are not created.’
The lots layout includes 15 lots with a size between 400m² and 449m²; 32 lots between 450m² and
599m²; 5 lots of 600m² or more; and the 2.095 ha retention lot. The larger lots are proposed facing
the esplanade road and the bay, providing an opportunity for larger lots with bay views while
maintaining a low density character.
PO1 of the reconfiguration code relevantly states:
‘Reconfiguration results in the creation of lots that:
1.
2.
3.

are of a size and dimensions which facilitate the uses, character and other
outcomes intended for the zone or precinct;
have practical, generally regular shapes; and
have a width and depth that can easily accommodate the intended end use,
associated infrastructure, on-site open space and vehicular access.’

In addition to meeting the minimum size criteria in PO1 of the LDR zone code, each lot has a width
of 10m or more, with lots generally of a regular shape and of sufficient depth to accommodate
future dwellings, private open space and vehicular access. Lots 9 and 10 are internal lots that will
be accessed via an easement benefiting lot 9, which includes appropriate truncations to facilitate
vehicular access, and providing a larger lots size (588m² and 766m²) to ensure dwellings can be
accommodated outside of the access (refer Figure 1).
Accordingly, the lot layout and design is considered to comply with PO1 of the ROS and
reconfiguration codes.
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Figure 1 – Internal lot design

Erosion prone area
Overall outcome 8.2.3.2(2)(d) and performance outcome PO4 of the Coastal protection (erosion
prone areas) overlay code requires that development does not increase the number of lots within
the erosion prone area. Lots 38-43 are partly located in the erosion prone area as shown in the
City Plan mapping (refer Figure 2).
The overlay mapping is statutory and may only be changed through a planning scheme
amendment, and may be updated to reflect mapping updates by the State where applicable to the
State Planning Policy (SPP) 2017.
In accordance with Section 60(2)(b) of the PAct, Council may decide to approve the development
even if the development does not comply with some of the assessment benchmarks.
The applicant has submitted a report with a revised erosion area located further seaward.
Council’s engineers have reviewed the report and agree with the findings that the erosion risks for
the site are less than what state mapping indicates. The State mapping is high level in nature and
the applicant has demonstrated through ground truthing that the detailed mapping using site
specific data is marginally less and all infrastructure is outside the mapping. The applicant has also
provided advice from the State endorsing the mapping provided by the applicant’s consultant
engineer BMT as consistent with the latest digital elevation modelling, and confirming the State
will update their mapping accordingly, in the next round of amendments.
The BMT report finds that erosion prone areas (EPA) apply to land subject to the highest
astronomical tide (HAT), and that the EPA is defined by whichever of the following provides the
greatest width:
1)
2)
3)

40m buffer from present day HAT contour;
calculated erosion distance for open coast areas; and
permanent inundation due to sea-level rise in 2100 (defined by present day HAT + 0.8).

The above information is presented in Figure 4 (below), which was determined using site specific
survey data and the latest digital elevation data provided by the State.
Although the State have not updated their mapping to reflect the above changes prior to deciding
the application (refer Figure 3 below), the written endorsement by the relevant State entity
(Department of Environment and Science) clearly indicates the State’s intention to update its
erosion prone area mapping consistent with the BMT mapping.
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Therefore, this aspect of the development can be supported despite the conflict with overall
outcome 8.2.3.2(2)(d) and performance outcome PO4 of the coastal protection (erosion prone
areas) overlay, subject to Section 60(2)(b) of thePAct. A note will be included on any approval
noting the conflict with City Plan, should the development be approved.
Note some plans and mapping in this report are to demonstrate design or spatial features and
hard to read text may be viewed in the application documents.

Figures 2 & 3 – City Plan & SPP erosion prone mapping
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Figure 4 – BMT refined erosion prone area

Environmental values
State Planning Policy (SPP) 2017
State interests identified for the 2016 SPP have been appropriately integrated into City Plan, with
no relevant changes in the 2017 SPP for the subject development, other than for bushfire hazard,
which is addressed in the “bushfire hazard” section of the report.
Koala habitat
The primary lot is mapped as being in a koala priority area but does not contain a koala habitat
area. Lot 900 on SP220340 contains does contain koala habitat but not on the part of the lot the
subject of the application. Therefore, Schedule 11 Part 2 of the Planning Regulation 2017 is not
applicable to the development.
Environmental significance overlay
The site is within mapped areas of both matters of local environmental significance (MLES) and
matters of State environmental significance (MSES) (refer Figure 5). The site is generally vegetated
with native species, with a mix of grass pasture and native canopy over a weedy understorey.

Figure 5 – Environmental significance overlay mapping
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The development footprint largely avoids the area mapped by the overlay. Patches of overlay
designated MLES surround the proposed development footprint, with some encroachment from
the eastern row of lots and esplanade road, and future earthworks to fill on-site dams.
The submitted tree retention plan notes 481 trees onsite, with the majority of these being native
species. There are a number of weed species, sick/dead trees, and trees that will be impacted by
construction works, numbering 71 trees with 20 being native species. Six (6) living and eight (8)
non-living trees are proposed to be removed within the overlay. The ecological reports indicates
that no significant residual impact will occur and that landscaping and rehabilitation works will
compensate for the associated construction impacts (discussed in detail in response to PO18
below). Areas mapped as MSES are outside of the affected development footprint.
Although there will be some impact on the environmental values as a result of site works, these
are considered to have been minimised, with impacts able to be managed through conditions. An
assessment against the relevant performance outcomes in the Environmental significance overlay
is included below:
Values to be protected:
Performance outcomes PO2-PO4 of the Environmental significance overlay state:
‘PO2
Development does not result in a significant reduction in the level or condition of
biodiversity and ecological functions and processes in the locality.
PO3
Development does not cause substantial fragmentation of habitat areas.
PO4
Connections between habitat areas are retained, so that movement of key species
and normal gene flow between populations is not inhibited or made less safe.
Connections may include both continuous corridors and “stepping stone” patches
and refuges.’
The overlay mapping occurs in several small patches either within the ROS zone or straddling the
boundary with the LDR zone as shown in Figure 5. Some patches overlap slightly with the farm
dams to be de-watered. Of the trees that will be removed, many are outside the overlay, and
some are exotics.
Approximately 20 native trees (about 5%) out of approximately 370 native trees will be removed
due to proximity of proposed works. Some of these may survive, depending on arborist
assessment during construction works. However, the worst case scenario was used in estimating
the number that could be impacted. Re-design of the layout may have possibly resulted in some of
these being retained but at the expense of others.
Essentially the development footprint has been confined to the LDR zone on land that has been
historically cleared for farming. There is minor encroachment on native vegetation where
stormwater treatment is required, and dam de-watering.
The applicant proposes dam de-watering and filling practices such as non-compaction that should
minimise inadvertent damage to fringing vegetation during these works. This will be under
arborist supervision.
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Habitat connectivity to the wider coastal area will be achieved post development along the
northern and eastern property fringes where development will not encroach. The proposal is
considered to not have a significant impact as the larger interconnected tracts of vegetation
remain outside the development footprint.
Tree protection measures have been conditioned, and a detailed rehabilitation plan will be
assessed as part of operational works. Accordingly, the development is considered to comply with
PO2-PO4.
‘Minimising and mitigating impacts.’
Performance outcomes PO5-PO12 of the Environmental significance overlay state:
PO5
‘Edge effects on retained habitat areas are minimised by providing the smallest
possible perimeter to area ratio.’
PO6
‘The design, scale and intensity of development minimises impacts on retained
habitat.’
PO7
‘Retained habitat is protected to ensure its ongoing health and resilience, and to
avoid degradation as a result of edge effects.’
PO8
‘Barriers restricting the movement and dispersal of wildlife are removed, except
where they are necessary for the safety of people or animals.’
PO9
‘Development does not result in the introduction of pest species (plant or animal),
that pose a risk to ecological integrity or disturbance to native fauna.’
PO10
‘Development minimises alterations to natural landforms, flow regimes,
groundwater recharge and surface water drainage patterns.’
PO11
‘Development minimises potential for disturbance of wildlife as a result of noise,
light, vibration or other source.’
PO12
‘Roads and public access within and adjacent to areas of ecological significance are
located and designed to avoid disturbance of ecological values or danger to
wildlife.’
Where minor encroachment occurs, this is along zone boundaries only, plus the north-western
stormwater treatment area. Any impact on habitat is considered minor and will avoid the
connected patches, with no significant degradation as a result of edge effects.
A tree retention plan is provided to protect retained habitat, which will ensure ongoing health and
resilience.
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The development does not propose any barriers to the movement and dispersal of wildlife. It is
expected that the retention lot will be fenced. This will have no significant impact on fauna
movement which will be maintained along the foreshore.
Conditions will be included for all weeds to be removed as part of the subsequent operational
works application.
The development will require earthworks to facilitate stormwater flow to the bio basin and to
provide flood immunity (for the northern part of the site). This will involve some re-profiling of an
existing artificial dam in the same location. The bio-retention basin is designed to be well above
HAT and therefore not subject to scouring risk. There will be further alterations due to dam dewatering, but this is not expected to have any significant impact on the existing hydrology given
the artificial nature of this waterbody. Retaining walls are proposed along the eastern edge of the
esplanade road to protect retained vegetation.
Given that the development is proposing 53 lots (including the retention lot), there will be an
increase in noise, light and vibrations associated with normal housing developments, resulting in
some disturbance. However, this is likely to be minor once construction of the dwellings is
completed, and most wildlife is likely to use the fringes of the site where existing vegetation will
be retained.
The esplanade road follows the zone interface between the LDR and ROS zones, and is considered
to be generally responsive to the existing vegetation on site.
As such, the development is considered to comply with PO5-PO12.
Corridors and enhancement planting
Performance outcomes PO13-PO17 of the Environmental significance overlay state:
PO13
‘Development contributes to the restoration of waterway or land based ecological
corridors, where they would significantly enhance the health and resilience of habitat
and wildlife on and near the site.’
PO14
‘Corridors have sufficient width to maintain viable wildlife or habitat linkages.’
PO15
‘Development incorporates opportunities for revegetation to enhance habitat condition,
biodiversity and wildlife movement.’
PO16
‘Enhancement plantings and landscaping utilise endemic native species which replicate
or complement the composition of the habitat it is connected to, unless this would
increase bushfire risk.’
PO17
‘Where clearing occurs, it is sequenced and undertaken in a manner that provides
opportunities for fauna to vacate affected land.’
The proposed development is considered to improve the existing corridor along the foreshore,
and provide appropriate enhancement planting.
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There is an area mapped as a waterways and wetlands corridor along the immediate shoreline.
Any impact is considered minimal due to separation distance from development, with no expected
to impact on shorebirds.
The development is restricted to the LDR zone part of the site (other than the retention lot), which
ensures that the existing corridor is of sufficient width to provide viable wildlife or habitat
linkages, consistent with the mapped waterways corridor, and aligning with the corridor to the
north-west and south east of the adjoining lots.
Opportunities for revegetation to enhance habitat condition, biodiversity and wildlife movement,
will be achieved through the landscape rehabilitation plan. This proposes six areas of revegetation
(refer Figure 6), with appropriate native species to replicate or complement the composition of
the habitat it is connected to:
A.

Revegetate bio-basin to facilitate stormwater management.

B.

Revegetation of re-profiled northern farm dam external to the bio-basin.

C.

Rehabilitation of de-watered southern dam with grass and native trees, including koala
habitat species.

D.

Rehabilitation of stormwater outlet – turfed channel and planting out balance area.

E.

Areas outside of civil works zones to be re-grassed where disturbed by works.

F.

Tree plantings for an ecological purpose to enhance specifies diversity and screen
stormwater treatment.

Figure 6 – Landscape concept rehabilitation plan
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The submitted ecological report makes reference to a “wildlife habitat management plan” to be
submitted as part of an operational works application, which will address matters of sequential
clearing to allow fauna to vacate the affected land. A relevant condition is recommended.
Accordingly, the development is considered to comply with PO13 to PO17, or can be made to
comply through relevant conditions (detailed rehabilitation plan and tree protection).
Offsets
Performance outcome PO18 of the environmental significance overlay states:
PO18
‘Where development results in, or is likely to result in, a significant residual impact
to areas of local environmental significance, despite all reasonable on-site
mitigation measures, the impact will be offset.’
Given the minor encroachment into the mapped MLES, with low amount of clearing proposed well
away from the shoreline, it is considered that there will be no significant residual impact resulting
from the development.
Locally significant species associated with relevant regional ecosystems, and listed in Planning
scheme policy (PSP) 1 include:
 2 x large birds of prey - these species range over tens of square kilometres and unlikely to be
significantly impacted by clearing of 8 native trees on a site of this size;
 4 x migratory shorebirds - expected on mudflats, but not within this development footprint;
 Glossy Black Cockatoo - none of this species’ food trees are being cleared;
 3 x frog species - unlikely to be affected given the clearing proposed;
 1 x small mammal species - not found outside of mangroves; and
 1 x butterfly species – not found outside of mangroves.
There are no locally significant plants identified on the site.
An assessment against the criteria for determining significant residual impact for MLES with
respect to section 1.4.1.3 of PSP 1 is included below:
‘(5) An action will have a significant residual impact on MLES if the action is likely to:
(a)

reduce the extent of the occurrence of a locally significant species;

(b)

lead to a decrease in the size of the local population of a locally significant
species;

(c)

fragment an existing population for a locally significant species

(d)

result in genetically distinct populations forming as a result of habitat isolation;

(e)

result in invasive species that are harmful to an endangered or vulnerable species
becoming established in the endangered or vulnerable species habitat;

(f)

introduce disease that may cause a locally significant species population to
decline;

(g)

interfere with the recovery of a locally significant species; and
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cause disruption to ecologically significant locations (breeding, feeding, nesting,
migration or resting sites) of a locally significant species.’

The clearing of some scattered trees on the fringe of a grassed near-urban area would be unlikely
to impact on any significant species (discussed above) if found to be present. The extent of the
clearing is considered too small to have any observable effect on local populations, or result in any
significant fragmentation or isolation of habitat, with development located outside of these areas.
Invasive species such as weeds will be managed through appropriate conditions at operational
works stage. The development will not impact on recovery programs as there are no current
recovery programs in this area.
As such, it is considered that there will no significant residual impact resulting from the proposed
clearing. Further, any clearing will be more than compensated for through proposed landscaping
and rehabilitation works. As such, offsets are not required with respect to PO18, as enhancement
planting is proposed as part of landscaping works in the ROS zone.
Storm tide hazard
The development is mapped as being affected by both 2016 and 2100 storm tide inundation (refer
Figure 7).

Figure 7 – Flood prone land
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Most of the affected area is located outside of the development footprint except for a
section in the north-west corner of the site where George Thorn Drive will connect through,
partly affecting the esplanade road and proposed lots 24-27. The following assessment
benchmarks of the Flood and storm tide hazard overlay code are relevant to the assessment:
PO1
‘In areas affected by the defined storm tide or flood event, development which results in
the creation of additional lots or an increase in the number of dwellings on the land only
occurs on land zoned for residential, commercial or industrial purposes.’
PO3
‘Infrastructure that is likely to become a public asset is designed to withstand
hydrodynamic forces of a defined flood or storm tide event.’
PO4
‘Development does not increase the number of people living on the site unless it is
provided with at least one road route that is trafficable for evacuation by a motor
vehicle during a reasonable period prior to the defined flood or storm tide event.’
PO5
‘The extent of filling utilised to achieve the necessary finished floor levels, evacuation
routes and flood immunity for infrastructure is minimised.’
PO6
‘Development does not change inundation characteristics outside the subject site in ways
that result in:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

loss of flood storage;
loss of or changes to flow paths;
acceleration or retardation of flows;
any reduction in flood warning times elsewhere on the floodplain;
any other worsening of inundation impacts on other properties or public
infrastructure.’

PO8
‘Any structures or works intended to mitigate the risk or impacts of inundation on a
development site are located wholly on private land.’
PO9
‘Emergency services and uses providing community support services are able to function
effectively during and immediately after inundation events.’
PO10
‘Minor electricity infrastructure which supplies new subdivision is designed and located
to be able to function effectively during and immediately after inundation events.’
PO12
‘Development contributes to effective and efficient disaster management response and
recovery capabilities.’
The land is zoned for a residential purpose, and filling is proposed to provide flood immunity for
both the road, including the Moreton Bay Cycleway (MBC), and the new residential lots. The
retention lot is located outside of the mapped area.
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Details on earthworks are provided in the “earthworks” section of the report, however it is noted
that the extent of earthworks has been minimised to provide for the new roads and level lots. The
new esplanade road constructed above the inundation area will provide for evacuation of
residents and access for emergency services.
Given the affected land is subject to tidal inundation rather than overland flow, the filling
proposed to provide flood immunity will not significantly alter the inundation characteristics
outside the subject site, as tidal inundation is absorbed along a wide coastal area.
The proposed bio basin is located within the storm tide inundation area and the outlet. Detailed
design at operational works stage will ensure the development will withstand hydrodynamic
forces of a defined flood or storm tide event, consistent with PO3.
Retaining walls are proposed along the outside edge of the road corridor in part to address the
difference in levels along the ridgeline, with a maximum height up to 1.6m adjacent to the
southernmost dam (refer Figure 8). Where adjacent to the northernmost dam, a 1 in 2 rock batter
is proposed to manage tidal inundation (refer Figure 9). It is not possible to provide these works
on private land, however a road and trunk cycleway are intended for this location, and the
engineered design will ensure Council’s maintenance burden is minimised.

Figure 8 – Earthworks cross section southern end
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Figure 9 – Earthworks cross section northern end

Utility services will be located outside of the tidal area once the road corridor is filled. With
regards to the above matters, the development is considered to comply with performance
outcomes PO1, PO3, PO4, PO6, PO8 - PO10 and PO12 of the flood and storm tide hazard overlay
code.
Bushfire hazard
The SPP mapping represents updated bushfire hazard mapping to that mapped under City Plan,
and is therefore applicable to the assessment of this application. The SPP mapping identifies the
north-western part of the site as “potential impact buffer” and “high bushfire hazard” (refer Figure
10).
The applicant provided a bushfire hazard assessment that determined that there is sufficient
separation to hazardous vegetation for the residential lots achieve a radiant heat flux of better
than 29 kW/m² as indicated in Figure 11.
Accordingly, the development is considered to comply with the assessment benchmarks in part E
of the SPP 2017 – natural hazards, risk and resilience as follows:
 The low radiant heat flux provides for an acceptable level of bushfire risk without the need for
further bushfire mitigation.
 Given the above, the proposed development will not exacerbate bushfire risk.
 The esplanade road and appropriate location of fire hydrants will ensure emergency service
vehicle can access the site for firefighting purposes.
As such, the development is considered to comply with the identified State interest.

Figure 10 - SPP bushfire hazard mapping
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Figure 11 -29kW/m² radiant heat flux contour

The assessment benchmarks in the bushfire hazard overlay are considered to align with the SPP,
except for performance outcome PO4 which states:
‘Where reconfiguration creates lots of 2,000m2 or less, a separation distance from
hazardous vegetation is provided to achieve a radiant heat flux level of 29kW/m 2 at the
edge of the proposed lot(s).’
The bushfire assessment determined a radiant heat flux of better than 29kW/m² as discussed
previously. As such, the development is considered to comply with the bushfire requirements for
the SPP and the bushfire hazard overlay code.
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Dam dewatering
There are two artificial waterbodies located to the north-west (NW) and south-east (SE) of the
site, in the ROS zone (refer Figure 12). The SE dam was established between 1955 and 1964 (refer
Figures 13 & 14). Officers are not certain when the NW dam was constructed although it is
sometime after 1964 as indicated in the photo. Both waterbodies are identified as farm dams and
are proposed to be filled (SE) and re-profiled (NW).

Figure 12 – Existing drainage and waterbodies

Figures 13 & 14 – 1955 & 1964 aerial imagery showing SE dam location with NE dam not established yet
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Performance outcome PO2 of the healthy waters code is relevant to the assessment of
artificial waterbodies:
PO2
‘On-site stormwater management systems do not rely on the retention of existing
artificial water bodies, except where such water bodies:
1.

perform significant ecological, water quality or recreation functions;

2.

do not pose a significant risk to stream health or water quality;

3.

are structurally sound;

4.

do not pose any risk to community health and safety; and

5.

will not impose a significant maintenance or cost burden on the community in the
short or long terms.’

The submitted water quality assessment and ecology reports find that the water quality of the
existing artificial waterbodies (agricultural dams) is not within the acceptable range for most
testing as outlined in Council’s water quality indicators for artificial waterbodies (Table 3, Section
1.4.2, Planning Scheme Policy 2 – Infrastructure Works.). Further, the ecology report has stated
that the dams provide limited ecological connectivity nor a functional corridor for native wildlife
movement. It is therefore proposed to remove the existing dams on site and re-profile the
northern dam for stormwater management purposes as detailed in the enclosed site based
stormwater management plan.
Options
1.

If the dams are left in place, sea level rise will eventually breach the dams and change
the aquatic characterises from freshwater to saline, resulting in the loss of terrestrial
vegetation while the area transitions from one habitat to another. These impacts can
be managed through rehabilitation anticipating the saline transition, while water
quality issues would have to be managed through the process.

2.

The second option is to fill the dams, which will preserve the existing mature terrestrial
flora until ultimately affected by sea level rise.

3.

Manage the transition to intertidal habitat by removing the spillway. No information is
available on the condition of the dam bed level and the immediate tidal connection or
draining may expose acid sulphate soils. Draining may also have localised water quality
impacts on the surrounding land, and given the dam level is below HAT, an immediate
tidal connection may result in a sudden change in the aquatic community.

Ecological assessment
Whilst the dams provide a level of fauna movement, resources and foraging opportunities by
virtue of being located within a larger ecological corridor along the coastal strip, it is considered
that the waterbodies themselves do not provide essential habitat as recognised by the SPP
biodiversity mapping (refer Figure 15). It is considered that habitat, resources and foraging
opportunities are abundant within the immediate locality (i.e. the corridor north-west of the site
and the broader marine wetlands). The dams are not considered critical for any locally significant
fauna species that may be present within the locality from time to time. The dams are also
considered to promote the proliferation of biting insects and cane toads. The removal of the dams
and rehabilitation of the land would provide a similar or better ecological function for
conservation purposes on the edge of the proposed development.
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Figure 15 – State MSES values mapping

The SE dam may be partly mapped within category B regulated vegetation (refer Figure 15),
though the related regional ecosystem is designated ‘of least concern’ and is abundant
throughout the locality. Also, this dam supports only scattered vegetation along the edge,
most of which will be retained. Further, the removal of the dam will allow for the removal of
weed species that have become established along the banks, and will provide opportunities
for consolidating existing native vegetation and through rehabilitation.
It is not considered that the dams provide any amenity or recreation value due to their
location on private land away from publicly accessible places. Further, should the land be
made available for a public purpose in the future given the land on which the dams are
located will be dedicated as part of the proposed development, the dams would present a
potential risk to the public and would require some form of access restriction and regular
maintenance to be made safe.
The filling of the dam is considered to be the best option to manage environmental values,
reduce a potential safety risk, and reduce the potential maintenance burden to Council. As
such, the development is considered to comply with PO2 of the healthy waters code.
The applicant was also requested to provide a desktop assessment on whether dam
dewatering and associated earthworks are likely to disturb actual or potential acid sulphate
soil below the 5m AHD elevation, to address performance outcome PO16 of the healthy
waters code:
PO16
‘Within the areas identified as potential acid sulfate soils on Figure 9.3.1.3.1 —
Potential acid sulfate soils, the generation or release of acid and metal contaminants
into the environment is avoided by:
1.
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results in actual acid sulfate soils being moved below the water table or
previously saturated acid sulfate soils being aerated; or
where disturbance of acid sulfate soils cannot be avoided, development:
1.
neutralises existing acidity and prevents the generation of acid and metal
contaminants; and
2.
prevents the release of surface or groundwater flows containing acid and
metal contaminants into the environment.
Editor's note — Where works are proposed within the areas identified as
potential acid sulfate soils, it is likely that an on-site acid sulfate investigation will
be requested. Such an investigation should conform to the Queensland Sampling
Guidelines and the Laboratory Methods Guidelines or Australian Standard 4969.
Where acid sulfate soils will be disturbed, an environmental management plan
must be prepared which outlines how the release of acid and metal contaminants
will be prevented.’

2.

The applicant undertook an acid sulphate soils (ASS) investigation that found the likelihood of ASS
to be present within the context of the subsurface disturbance for dewatering and filling/reprofiling the dams, to be inconclusive. However, the soil on site was found to be naturally acidic
and would need to be managed accordingly. The following treatment is recommended:
 excavated soil form the dams to be placed on a lime-covered and bunded treatment pad;
 excavated soils to be treated to neutralise acid contact through a liming process; and
 once neutralised, the treated soil can be reused on site.
An appropriate condition is recommended. Accordingly, the development is considered to comply
with PO16 of the Healthy waters code.
Stormwater management
The following assessment benchmarks are relevant to stormwater management:
Reconfiguring a lot code
PO37
‘New lots provided with services including water
supply, wastewater infrastructure, stormwater drainage, waste disposal, electricity
and telecommunications that are designed and located to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

meet the needs of end users;
minimise risk of adverse environmental and amenity impacts;
to be cost effective over the life cycle of that infrastructure;
make effective use of existing infrastructure;
allow orderly and efficient infrastructure extensions and upgrades; and
minimise whole of lifecycle costs of the infrastructure.’

Healthy waters code
PO1
‘To the extent practicable, natural drainage lines are retained, and their hydraulic
capacity and channel characteristics are maintained or re-established.’
PO2
‘On-site stormwater management systems do not rely on the retention of existing
artificial water bodies, except where such water bodies:
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1. perform significant ecological, water quality or recreation functions;
2. do not pose a significant risk to stream health or water quality;
3. are structurally sound;
4. do not pose any risk to community health and safety; and
5. will not impose a significant maintenance or cost burden on the community in
the short or long terms.’
PO3
‘The stormwater drainage system maintains pre-development velocity and volume of
run-off external to the site and does not otherwise worsen or cause nuisance to
adjacent, upstream and downstream land.’
PO4
‘Stormwater drainage is designed and constructed to convey stormwater flow
resulting from the relevant design storm event under normal operating conditions’.
PO5
‘The stormwater drainage system is designed to function in the event of a minor
system blockage.’
PO6
‘Roof and surface run-off is managed to prevent stormwater flows from entering
buildings and be directed to a lawful point of discharge.’
PO7
‘Where located within open space, stormwater devices or functions do not reduce the
utility of that space for its intended recreational or ecological functions.’
PO8
‘Maintenance requirements and costs associated with the devices used within the
system are minimised.’
PO9
‘Development protects and does not adversely impact the environmental values or
water quality of receiving waterways.’
PO10
‘The entry to and transport of contaminants in stormwater or waste water is avoided.’
PO11
‘Development does not increase either:
1. sediment concentration in waters or stormwater outside the development's
sediment treatment train; or
2. run-off which causes erosion either on-site or off-site.’
PO12
‘Development avoids unnecessary disturbance to soil, waterways or drainage
channels.’
PO13
‘All soil surfaces are effectively stabilised against erosion.’
Item 14.5
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PO14
‘The functionality of the stormwater treatment train is protected from the impacts of
erosion, turbidity and sedimentation, both within and external to the development
site.’
PO15
‘Areas outside the development site are not adversely impacted by erosion or
sedimentation.’
There are no natural drainage lines that will be impacted by the development, and dewatering of
the existing dams has been discussed elsewhere in the assessment. Despite being located in the
ROS zone, the stormwater management system will not reduce the recreational or ecological
utility of the land, as the bio basin is essentially a smaller version of the existing farm dam.
The applicant has proposed no detention for the development because there are no private
properties located between the development and the bay at the northern discharge point. There
is no change in stormwater management for the retained dwelling. All drainage, including some of
the external Thornlands Road catchment, will be conveyed to the proposed sag located towards
the northern end of the development. From the sag, flows will be directed into the bio basin for
stormwater quality treatment. A high flow channel to the east of the basin will drain north
towards the lawful point of discharge in the bay, for major events. Detailed design will be required
as part of an operational works application to ensure the proposed bio basin and outlets will
function appropriately during a storm tide inundation.
The proposed bio retention basin of 600m2 in the north-west has been demonstrated as adequate
for the development footprint area. The stormwater quality model indicates that the design will
adopt the deemed to comply solutions for water quality, thereby meeting performance outcomes
PO9 and PO10. The stormwater management plan also includes recommendations for monitoring
and maintenance post construction.
The bio basin will be located above HAT at 2.61m AHD (HAT 1.55m AHD) to avoid scouring during
storm surge events. Conditions are recommended to manage sediment and erosion control.
Accordingly, the development is considered to comply with PO37 of the reconfiguration a lot code,
and PO1 to PO15 of the healthy waters code.
Access and parking/road design/frontage works
The following assessment benchmarks are relevant to access and parking, and road design:
Reconfiguring a lot code
PO13
‘Lots are provided with safe and efficient access for vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians,
which maintain the safety and efficiency of the road hierarchy.
Wherever possible, reconfiguration enables alternative access for lots adjoining major
roads.’
PO14
‘The movement network provides:
1. a high level of internal access and external connections for pedestrians, cyclists,
vehicles and public transport;
2. safe conditions for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles for day and night usage;
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3. a connected and legible street network;
4. safe and efficient access for service vehicles;
5. as far as possible, continuous road adjacent to foreshore and open space areas;
and
6. connections for future development that do not compromise the ability to
achieve the outcomes listed above.’
PO48
‘Access to rear lots is safe and convenient.’
Transport, servicing, access and parking code
PO3
‘Development maintains or improves the safe and efficient operation of transport
networks having regard to (amongst other things):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

the existing or planned function of the roads affected;
available sight distances and the location and design of access points;
accessibility by public transport, pedestrians and cyclists;
the potential for conflict between vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists;
the loss or increase of on-street parking;
the location, construction and maintenance of utility infrastructure; and
the nature and intensity of traffic and parking generated by the development.’

PO4
‘Where new roads are constructed, their design and construction is sufficient to
accommodate:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

their intended function;
safe and efficient movement of all users, including pedestrians and cyclists;
on-street parking;
bus movement and public transport stops;
street tree planting and streetscaping;
utility infrastructure, including stormwater management; and
treatments that prevent excessive speeds.’

PO5
‘Internal accessways in residential developments provide safe and efficient internal
traffic operations. ‘
The proposed 18m wide esplanade road (7m verge park side; 7m pavement; and 4m verge and
15m wide loop road complies with the minimum widths nominated in Planning scheme policy 2,
and is therefore considered to meet the deemed to comply requirements, including waste
servicing. The esplanade road completes the road circuit and improves efficiency in the local road
network.
The intersections at Thornlands Road and George Thorn Drive will need to be upgraded to allow
the esplanade road to connect through, which can be resolved in detail at the operational works
stage.
The internal access servicing proposed for lot 10 is appropriately truncated to allow safe access,
and its location on the outside of a bend in the loop rood will ensure sightlines are maintained for
both vehicular and pedestrian traffic.
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The 6m wide access is appropriate for servicing two lots and the relatively short length of travel
(20m). There is sufficient frontage on either of the two adjoining lots for bins for the internal lots
to be placed on the verge on collection day. A footpath will be recommended by condition to be
installed on one side of the loop road.
The lots are of sufficient size to provide for two car parking spaces in accordance with acceptable
outcome A8 of the Queensland Development Code (QDC) MP1.1 and MP1.2. This reduces the
demand for on-street parking within the new road corridors.
The esplanade road corridor will also complete the trunk MBC in accordance with the local
government infrastructure plan (LGIP). The MBC will be 3m wide in accordance with LGIP
requirements, with detailed design to be assessed as part of an operational works application. A
new footpath will be required to be extended along Thornlands Road to join the existing pathway.
As such, the development is considered to comply with performance outcomes PO13 to PO14, and
PO48 of the reconfiguration code, and PO3 to PO5 of the transport, servicing, access and parking
code.
The following assessment benchmarks are relevant to frontage works:
Reconfiguring a lot code
PO37
‘New lots provided with services including water
supply, wastewater infrastructure, stormwater drainage, waste disposal, electricity
and telecommunications that are designed and located to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

meet the needs of end users;
minimise risk of adverse environmental and amenity impacts;
to be cost effective over the life cycle of that infrastructure;
make effective use of existing infrastructure;
allow orderly and efficient infrastructure extensions and upgrades; and
minimise whole of lifecycle costs of the infrastructure.’

Infrastructure works code
PO12
‘Kerb, channel, street trees, street furniture, footpaths and pavement treatments are
established or reinstated along the full frontage of the development site, and any
redundant crossovers are removed.’
Detailed design for frontage works will be considered as part of an operational works application,
including details of street trees plantings and footpaths, as discussed previously.
An infrastructure agreement will include embellishments within the esplanade including seating, a
water bubbler and cycle safe fencing at pinch points where the pathway is located close to the
retaining wall in the southern part of the site. Accordingly, the development is considered to
comply with performance outcome PO37 of the reconfiguration code, and PO12 of the
infrastructure works code.
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Utility infrastructure
Sewer
The following assessment benchmarks are relevant to the assessment of sewer infrastructure:
Reconfiguring a lot code
PO37
‘New lots provided with services including water
supply, wastewater infrastructure, stormwater drainage, waste disposal, electricity
and telecommunications that are designed and located to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

meet the needs of end users;
minimise risk of adverse environmental and amenity impacts;
to be cost effective over the life cycle of that infrastructure;
make effective use of existing infrastructure;
allow orderly and efficient infrastructure extensions and upgrades; and
minimise whole of lifecycle costs of the infrastructure.’

Infrastructure works code
PO11
‘Wastewater is treated and disposed of in a manner that is sufficient for the volume of
wastewater generated on the site and to a level that ensures risks to public health,
water quality and the environment are minimised.’
The proposed development will be serviced by sewer reticulation, with sufficient capacity in the
network as supported by the residential zoning. The applicant has proposed to connect the
existing 300Ømm trunk sewer on Thornlands Road into the existing manhole located on George
Thorn Drive. This linkage section of 300Ømm sewer is classed as trunk infrastructure and will be
located in the verge of the esplanade loop road. A detailed sewer design will be required as part of
an operational works application.
Discussions with the applicant has resulted in an agreement that the sewer will be located in the
front of the lots along George Thorn Drive and not the verge. The water located under the bike
path will then shift to the verge in front of the lots where the sewer was located on the concept
plans. This will provide a better outcome as the bike path will not have service lids, and will
provide better access to the water main for maintenance in the future. This can be resolved at the
operational works stage as it has no implications for the current application, with a note included
in the sewer reticulation condition.
The existing dwelling will be required to be connected to sewer reticulation as part of the works.
Standard sewer access easements are conditioned for the development to all maintenance
structures on private property.
The development can be conditioned to comply with performance outcome PO37 of the
reconfiguration code and PO11 of the Infrastructure works code.
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Water Supply
The following assessment benchmarks are relevant to the assessment of water supply
infrastructure:
Reconfiguring a lot code
PO37
‘New lots provided with services including water
supply, wastewater infrastructure, stormwater drainage, waste disposal, electricity
and telecommunications that are designed and located to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

meet the needs of end users;
minimise risk of adverse environmental and amenity impacts;
to be cost effective over the life cycle of that infrastructure;
make effective use of existing infrastructure;
allow orderly and efficient infrastructure extensions and upgrades; and
minimise whole of lifecycle costs of the infrastructure.’

Infrastructure works code
PO9
‘A reliable water supply is provided that is sufficient to meet the anticipated use of the
premises, including potable and non-potable requirements.’
The development is in accordance with the zoning and therefore the water network is assumed to
have capacity for the proposed development.
The applicant has proposed a new water main to service the whole development. The subject site
can connect into an existing 100Ømm AC main located on the northern site of Thornlands Road,
and a secondary connection is available to the north in the road reserve and is a 100Ømm DICL
pipe. The proposed service plan has no dead ends and will involve a looped connection, which will
assist with retaining pressure. The proposed size of the water main is not stated on the plans or
the location of the fire hydrants, which can be resolved at operational works stage. South East
Queensland Water Supply and Sewerage Design and Construction Code conditions are included.
A new water main will be required to be installed to service the existing dwelling which is
proposed to be retained.
Subject to conditions, the development will comply with performance outcome PO37 of the
reconfiguration code and PO9 of the infrastructure works code.
Electricity/telecommunications
The following assessment benchmarks are relevant to the assessment of electrical and
telecommunications infrastructure:
Reconfiguring a lot code
PO37
‘New lots provided with services including water
supply, wastewater infrastructure, stormwater drainage, waste disposal, electricity
and telecommunications that are designed and located to:
1. meet the needs of end users;
2. minimise risk of adverse environmental and amenity impacts;
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to be cost effective over the life cycle of that infrastructure;
make effective use of existing infrastructure;
allow orderly and efficient infrastructure extensions and upgrades; and
minimise whole of lifecycle costs of the infrastructure.’

Infrastructure works code
PO13
‘Electrical infrastructure is provided that meets the needs of the intended use and
telecommunications infrastructure ensures access to conduits for fibre optics or secure
wireless networking enabling the development of high speed broadband services.’
The lots will be conditioned to provide underground electrical supply to all of the residential lots.
This outcome is consistent with undergrounding of power and telecommunications in the area;
reduces maintenance costs for the service provider; and provides a better amenity outcome than
the alternative. Detailed design can be undertaken as part of a subsequent operational works
application. As such, the development is considered to comply with performance outcome PO37
of the reconfiguration code, and PO13 of the infrastructure works code.
Waste management
The following assessment benchmarks are relevant to waste management:
Infrastructure works code
PO15
‘Waste management facilities are provided such that:
1. there is a dedicated, sealed waste and recycling container storage area that is
convenient and safe to use;
2. there is adequate volume and separate containers for waste and recyclables likely to be
generated;
3. spills or wash down from waste containers can be adequately contained; and
4. nuisance to adjoining properties is minimised.’
Transport, servicing, access and parking code
PO20
‘Servicing and manoeuvring areas are located and designed to:
1. be clearly defined, safe and easily accessible;
2. be separated from areas of pedestrian movement within the premises or on adjoining
premises;
3. provide for the vehicle dimensions and turning paths for the design vehicles expected to
access the site;
4. maintains clear access to waste containers for collection vehicles;
5. ensures that service vehicles entering a site do not queue across footpaths or onto
external roads; and
6. prevents any manoeuvring occurring within the defined queuing area.’
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The development proposes on-street collection (new street) for all lots. For the internal lots there
is sufficient frontage on adjoining lots for bins to be located on collection day. As such, the
development is considered to comply with performance outcomes PO15 of the infrastructure
works code and PO20 of the transport, servicing, access and parking code.
Earthworks
The following assessment benchmarks are relevant to earthworks:
Infrastructure works code
PO1
‘Excavation and filling is minimised and does not reduce the amenity of adjoining
properties or of individual lots or dwellings within a development site.’
PO2
‘Excavation and filling involving retaining walls or structures ensures that they:
1. are of an appropriate scale so they do not overbear or dominate
buildings/structures and land uses in the locality; and
2. where they are visible from a public place, are constructed of materials that are
of a high quality appearance and/or incorporate landscaping or other features
to assist in reducing their visual prominence.’
PO3
‘Excavation and filling result in landforms and structures which are stable and
designed to minimise the potential for failure over the long term. ‘
PO4
‘Excavation and filling does not result in land or water contamination, or the spread of
vermin or pest species.
Editor’s note—Applicants should note that where the development requires the
disturbance of soil within a fire ant restricted area, a risk management plan may be
required by approved by Biosecurity Queensland within the Department of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Forestry.’
PO17
‘Excavation or filling does not worsen any flooding or drainage problems on the site or
on neighbouring properties.’
The applicant has proposed filling and excavation. Existing dams are to be filled and new bio basins
created. The retaining walls proposed vary in height and finishes.
Operational works for the earthworks will be required and a detailed design will be reviewed at
that time. Retaining wall are proposed within the road reserve for George Thorn Drive and the
esplanade road. The retaining walls along the esplanade road are required in order to retain the
existing trees.
Safety fences for the tops of the retaining walls will be required and can be provided at
operational works stage.
Retaining walls along the west side boundary will range from 0.1m to 1m, and will be retaining cut,
which is sufficiently low so that a combination of retaining wall and fence would not result in
amenity impacts for future residents while providing for adequate privacy for both the adjoining
residents to the west and future residents in the development.
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An existing retaining wall will be maintained for the northern part of the western boundary where
filling is proposed, resulting in a height difference of up to 0.5m. Again, boundary fences will
provide privacy without impacting on amenity. Other retaining walls are proposed internally to the
site with the highest sections located in the southern part of the site, including a 1.85m to 2m
section between proposed lots 3, 4 and 5.
The cut section is at the rear of lots 4 and 5, with these lots perpendicular to lot 3. It is considered
that lots 3 and 4 have sufficient depth to provide separation to the walls along their rear
boundaries to reduce amenity impacts.
A condition is included for boundary fences located on top of retaining walls to have contrasting
materials, textures and colours to reduce amenity impacts, which given the interface is between
the boundaries of new lots, would not be as significant as new lots bordering established lots.
Other internal sections of retaining walls range from 0.75m to 0.95m and are located along rear
boundaries of the lots, and therefore low enough to have no amenity impacts, and privacy will be
protected by boundary fences.
Retaining walls are proposed along the outside of the esplanade road in the southern part of the
site, to protect existing trees. The two sections of wall will range from 0.72m to 1.61m for the
northernmost wall and 0.7m to 1.7m for the southern wall. Given the MBC will be located along
the outside edge of the road corridor, appropriate cycle safety fencing will be required where the
distance between the MBC and retaining wall make this feature necessary. Detailed engineering
design will be considered at operational works stage. Preliminary earthworks plans are shown in
Figure 16 and 17.

Figure 16 – Earthworks southern end
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Figure 17 – Earthworks northern end

A rock and earth batter with a one-in-two slope is proposed along the northern edge of the
George Thorn Drive extension in lot 900 up to the property boundary, with the works considered
necessary to facilitate the road extension with the design appropriate for this waterlogged section.
Detailed design will be considered at operational works stage, with the works generally in
accordance with the section provided in Figure 18. The section includes a handrail on the outside
of the MBC. A condition is recommended that as part of the trunk works for the MBC, a cycleway
safety barrier is to be included where required as part of operational works. Earthworks plans are
not recommended for approval as part of the current application as the ultimate levels are likely
to change.

Figure 18 – George Thorn Drive extension earthworks in Lot 900
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Accordingly, the development is considered to comply with, or can be made to comply though
conditions, with performance outcomes PO1 to PO4 and PO17 of the infrastructure works code.
Erosion and sediment control
Construction works are proposed that will disturb the soil onsite, thereby triggering assessment
against the Healthy waters code. Coastal erosion has been discussed previously. The following
performance outcomes are considered relevant to this part of the assessment:
PO11
‘Development does not increase either:
1.
2.
PO12

the concentration of sediment in waters or stormwater outside the
development's sediment treatment train; or
run-off which causes erosion either on-site or off-site.’

‘Development avoids unnecessary disturbance to soil, waterways or drainage
channels.’
PO13
‘All soil surfaces are effectively stabilised against erosion.’
PO14
‘The functionality of the stormwater treatment train is protected from the impacts of
erosion, turbidity and sedimentation, both within and external to the development
site.’
PO15
‘Areas outside the development site are not adversely impacted by erosion or
sedimentation.’
To ensure erosion and sediment control measures function adequately during the construction
phase, they must be updated regularly based on the site specific needs. As such, no one strategy is
considered correct, however conditions are recommended to ensure the development can comply
with the above performance outcomes of the Healthy waters code.
Landscaping
The following assessment benchmarks are relevant to landscaping:
LDR zone code
PO17
‘Landscaping is provided along the full road frontage.
Recreation and open space code
PO9
‘High quality landscape planting is provided to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Item 14.5
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6. help define activity areas and entrances.’
Reconfiguring a lot code
PO5
‘The reconfiguration integrates with the surrounding locality and creates an attractive,
accessible and functional neighbourhood, having regard to:
1.

connecting to and extending movement, open space and recreational and other
infrastructure networks;

2.

maintaining the continuity of habitat areas and ecological corridors;

3.

maintaining natural hydrological regimes;

4.

creating a compatible landscape and streetscape character;

5.

managing the interface between potentially incompatible uses or sources of noise
or other impacts; and

6.

ensuring future development on adjacent and nearby land can occur in an orderly,
efficient and cohesive manner.’

PO12
‘Where it is intended to incorporate an entry statement to an existing or proposed
development, the entry statement:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

is located wholly within the property being reconfigured;
does not obstruct sight lines to the road(s) accessing the development;
is an architectural feature that reflects the character of the development;
is low maintenance; and
does not incorporate gates to residential development.’

PO14
‘The movement network provides:
1.

a high level of internal access and external connections for pedestrians, cyclists,
vehicles and public transport;

2.

safe conditions for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles for day and night usage;

3.

a connected and legible street network;

4.

safe and efficient access for service vehicles;

5.

as far as possible, continuous road adjacent to foreshore and open space areas;
and

6.

connections for future development that do not compromise the ability to achieve
the outcomes listed above.’

Landscape code
PO1
‘Landscaping is undertaken to be consistent with the streetscape and landscape
setting.’
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PO2
‘Landscaping provides for sensory interest through form, texture, fragrance and
variations in seasonal colour.’
PO3
‘Landscaping within on-site open space areas is fit for purpose, is predominantly
comprised of soft landscape elements and provides substantial shading for users.’
PO6
‘Landscaped surfaces are stable, non-slip and useable in all weather conditions.’
PO8
‘Landscaping and planting is located and designed so that it does not interfere with or
adversely affect structural integrity of buildings and structures or the function of
existing or proposed utility infrastructure.’
PO9
‘Plant species used are suited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the function of the open space area;
the local climate and soil conditions;
optimum long term survival and easy maintenance;
minimisation of water use; and
contribution to local ecological functions wherever possible.’

PO10
‘Landscape design ensures maximum plant growth and health, having regard to:
1. access to sunlight;
2. clearance from buildings, hardstand areas and infrastructure; and
3. soil conditions.’
PO11
‘Landscaping is designed for efficient and effective maintenance, with turfed areas
accessible by standard lawn maintenance equipment, and where the area is not readily
accessible, incorporates hardy plant species with long life expectancy and minimal litter
drop, pruning, watering and fertilising requirements.’
PO12
‘Landscaping avoids the introduction or spread of weed species and pests.’
PO13
‘Landscaping is designed to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

be adequately drained;
avoid alteration to natural drainage flow paths;
minimise water usage; and
maximise permeable surfaces and water infiltration on site.’

PO15
‘Retained vegetation is to be protected from damage during construction.’
PO16
‘Street trees are provided in road reserves to:
1. reinforce the character and identity of a locality;
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2. provide shade for pedestrians;
3. soften the appearance of hard stand areas and the built form; and
4. avoid interfering with overhead and underground infrastructure.’
PO19
‘Landscaping maintains sight lines for vehicles and pedestrians, especially near
intersections.’
PO20
‘Landscaping within or beside vehicle movement areas is protected from damage by
vehicles or pedestrians.’
A landscape concept plan (refer Figure 19) is provided that includes the following details:







the location of stormwater facilities;
proposed revegetation work/enhancement planting to open space areas;
cycle/pedestrian paths details;
streetscape planting;
entry statement treatment; and
details of street tree planting.

A tree retention plan has also been provided, which is intended to provide guidance for protection
of trees and vegetation and will form the basis of the vegetation management plan to be
submitted as part of an operational works application.
Landscaping is provided along the full road frontage of both new roads in the form of street trees,
which will help create shade and soften the expanse of road and future built form. The ultimate
street tree design will be assessed as part of an operational works application, with trees located
to ensure appropriate line-of-sight is maintained for all road users at intersection locations.
The open space part of the site is intended to be dedicated to Council to maintain and protect
identified environmental values (refer to “land dedication” section of the report). The dedicated
area will allow the foreshore to link up with other open space in the control of Council to the
south and west, providing continuity of habitat areas and ecological corridors, with the new
esplanade road providing separation between the residential lots and the open space area.
Rehabilitation works will be undertaken for the dewatered southern dam and the re-profiled
northern dam. Elsewhere trees will be planted to provide screening to the bio-basin and
stormwater outlet channel, and to improve habitat and wildlife linkages. Street tree and
rehabilitations planting species will be determined at operational works stage, to ensure plantings
will provide for appropriate sensory interest.
An entry statement is intended to be provided at the southern end of the George Thorn Drive
extension in the form of an entry statement wall within proposed lot 4. The entry statement is
included as a concept on the submitted landscape plan, with detailed design to be determined at
operational works stage. PO12 of the reconfiguration code nominates that where an entry
statement is to be provided, that it meets certain criteria with respect to sightlines, maintenance,
location within the development site and architectural design. It is expected that the entry
statement will achieves these outcomes. An appropriate condition is recommended.
Pedestrian connectivity is catered for in the extension of the MBC on the bay side of the esplanade
road, with the extension completing the trunk cycleway network in this locality.
Landscape areas will provide stable, non-slip surfaces with turfed areas to be provided for the infill of the southern dam, and areas that will be disturbed during civil works. The stormwater
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channel will also be turfed for the section adjacent to the stormwater basin, with the balance area
planted out with sedges for scour protection.
Detailed design at operational works stage will ensure species choice will be suited to local
conditions, will be low maintenance, and planting location/spacing will not interfere with utility
infrastructure. Conditions for weed management are included as part of any operational works
approval. A condition is included to manage retained vegetation during construction.

Figure 19 – Landscape concept plan

Land dedication
Council officers have considered the merits of public ownership to ensure environmental values
are managed in accordance with performance outcomes PO1, PO12 and PO13 of the recreation
and open space zone and PO1 – PO11, PO13 – PO17 of the environmental significance overlay. The
resulting assessment found that the environmental values of public ownership were considered to
outweigh the costs associated with maintenance, with the values identified as:


A dedication will connect separated parcels of council land along the foreshore.



Under the Wildlife Connections Plan 2018-2023, the land comprises a coastal corridor and
partially includes core habitat, with most of the land to be dedicated located within the
primary area of the draft strategic priority area mapping. The mapping is intended to identify
corridors and habitat locations of high conservation value. This will allow for operational
areas to better target works to achieve higher conservation outcomes.



The land is located on the edge of the Moreton Bay convention on wetlands of international
importance (RAMSAR) site, which will have potential for state, federal and international
threatened species as well as possible shorebird roost sites. The land has areas of remnant
koala habitat (MSES); and includes ecological community of coastal saltmarsh, listed as
vulnerable the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
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The area has open space suitable for restoration (including small scale offsets). There is no
trunk park anticipated on the subject site, and is unlikely to be canvassed in the future given
a recreation park is located nearby at 46-64 George Thorn Drive.



It is considered that the cost benefit is acceptable. Weeds are likely to be manageable if
present (likely weeds include asparagus fern, pepper tree, mile-a-minute and grasses) and
the open areas can be maintained by mowing, or following onsite assessments, some could
be closed off for natural regeneration. Additionally, it is estimated that approximately 20%
of the offered land area is within mangrove communities that rarely have any maintenance
works, if any.



Dedication of the land will require future operational budget commitment from Council to
ensure appropriate levels of maintenance is carried out on the land.

An appropriate condition has been recommended to dedicate the part of the site shown as open
space (excluding the retention lot) to Council as park.
PUBLIC CONSULTATION
The proposal is code assessable development and therefore not subject to public notification.
INFRASTRUCTURE CHARGES
An infrastructure agreement (IA) is being negotiated by the applicant. In the event the IA is not
finalised in time for the general meeting, conditions are included for the relevant trunk
infrastructure, with offsets identified in the Infrastructure Charges Notice.
The proposed development is subject to infrastructure charges in accordance with the Adopted
Infrastructure Charges Resolution. The total charge applicable to this development is:
Total charge:

$1,541,561.70

This charge has been calculated as follows in accordance with Council’s Adopted Infrastructure
Charges Resolution.
Residential Component
(52.00 X Dwelling House - 3 or more bedroom(Area A) X $30,226.70)

$1,571,788.40

Residential Demand Credit
(1.00 X Dwelling House - 3 or more bedroom(Area A) X $30,226.70)

Total Council Charge:

$-30,226.70

$1,541,561.70

Offsets
The following offsets apply under Chapter 4 Part 2 of the PAct, calculated in accordance with
Redland City Council’s Adopted Infrastructure Charges Resolution:
Infrastructure works contributions are to be provided by the proponent in accordance with
Conditions 6 and 7.
Establishment Cost
The Establishment Cost for the trunk infrastructure items will be determined at the detailed design
phase in accordance with the Adopted Resolution.
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Upon satisfactory completion of the proponent’s obligations to determine the establishment cost
of infrastructure, Council will make available offsets for the works against infrastructure charges
levied upon the development as part of an Infrastructure Charges Notice.
In accordance with Redland City Council’s Adopted Infrastructure Charges Resolution, any offset
listed in the notice only accrues when the trunk infrastructure works is accepted on maintenance
by Council. Any request for an early plan seal will require the bonding of any uncompleted trunk
works.
Refunds
There are no refunds that apply under Chapter 4 Part 2 of the PAct.
State Referrals
SARA provided a referral agency response dated 1 October 2020 in regards to Schedule 10, Part
17, Division 3, Table 5, Item 1 (reconfiguring a lot in a coastal management district). The
Department indicated no objection to the proposed development subject to referral agency
conditions in regards to approved plans, rehabilitation works, site works, erosion and sediment
control, and acid sulphate soils. The Department’s referral response, including conditions, will be
attached to Council’s Decision Notice.
CONCLUSION
The application has been assessed against the relevant planning instruments and is considered to
comply. It is therefore recommended that a development permit be issued subject to conditions.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Legislative Requirements
The Development Application has been assessed in accordance with the PAct.
Risk Management
Standard development application risks apply. In accordance with the PAct the applicant may
appeal a condition of approval or a decision to refuse the application.
Financial
Should an appeal be filed against the decision of Council subsequent legal costs will apply. The
dedication of the public open space lot to Council will carry an on-going future maintenance cost
requiring operation budget allocation.
People
There are no implications for staff associated with this report.
Environmental
Environmental impacts are discussed in the ‘Issues’ section of this report where relevant.
Social
Social impacts are discussed in the ‘Issues’ section of this report where relevant.
Human Rights
There are no known human rights implications associated with this report.
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Alignment with Council’s Policy and Plans
The assessment and officer’s recommendation align with Council’s policies and plans as described
within the ‘Issues’ section of this report.
CONSULTATION
Consulted
Councillor Division 3

Consultation
Date
31 July 2020

Comments/Actions
Application called in by the Councillor for a decision by
Council.

Senior Advisor – Civic and
Open Space Asset
Management

20 April 2020

Land dedication advice

Community and Customer
Service – Environment and
Education Unit

23 April 2020

Land dedication advice

OPTIONS
Option One
That Council resolves to approve the development for reconfiguring a lot for two (2) into 52 lots
plus road, retention lot and open space, on land described as Lot 2 on RP14809 and part of Lot 900
on SP220340, and situated at 124-134 Thornlands Road and part of 66-74 George Thorn Drive,
Thornlands, subject to the conditions in Attachment 1.
Option Two
That Council resolves to approve the application without conditions or subject to amended conditions.
Option Three
That Council resolves to refuse the application (reasons for refusal must be identified).
OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves to approve the development for reconfiguring a lot for two (2) into 52 lots
plus road, retention lot and open space, on land described as Lot 2 on RP14809 and part of Lot
900 on SP220340, and situated at 124-134 Thornlands Road and part of 66-74 George Thorn
Drive, Thornlands, subject to the conditions in Attachment 1.
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REPORTS FROM INFRASTRUCTURE & OPERATIONS

15.1

DRAFT COASTAL HAZARD ADAPTATION STRATEGY

Objective Reference:
Authorising Officer:

Dr Nicole Davis, General Manager Infrastructure & Operations

Responsible Officer:

Bradley Salton, Group Manager City Assets

Report Author:

Lachlan Mcclure, Planning Officer

Attachments:

1.

Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy - Draft ⇩

PURPOSE
To present the draft Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy (draft Strategy) and seek endorsement to
proceed with community consultation.
BACKGROUND
Project Background
On 14 December 2016 Redland City Council (Council) resolved to commence work on a Coastal
Hazard Adaptation Strategy focusing on emerging risks. Work has progressed and a draft Strategy
has been produced.
A Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy (CHAS) is a city wide strategy that outlines the likely impact
of coastal erosion, sea-level rise and storm tide inundation, and recommends how Council can
manage the impacts of these hazards. The information provided by the CHAS will enable effective
decision making by Council in its planning and operations. It will also assists other stakeholders
such as state government departments, utility providers, businesses, organisations and
landowners to plan for the assets that they are responsible for.
The CHAS project is funded by the Local Government Association of Queensland (LGAQ)
QCoast2100 program and follows the programs standards and guideline. The project follows the 8
phases identified below:
Phase 1 – Stakeholder communication and engagement plan
Phase 2 – Scoping of coastal hazard issues and knowledge gaps
Phase 3 – Modelling of coastal hazards – coastal erosion, sea level rise and storm tide inundation
Phase 4 – Identification assets exposure and vulnerability
Phase 5 – Risk assessment of key asset to coastal hazards
Phase 6 – Identification of potential adaptation pathways and options
Phase 7 – Cost benefit analysis and multi-criteria analysis of options
Phase 8 – Draft and final Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy
Phase 1 was undertaken by Council officers, Phase 2 to 5 were delivered by a project team led by
the Quandamooka Yoolooburrabee Aboriginal Corporation (QYAC), Phase 6 to 8, including the
draft Strategy, were completed by coastal engineering consultancy Alluvium. Each phase has been
reviewed by a Technical Working Group, Coastal Adaptation Steering Committee and LGAQ Expert
Panel. The draft Strategy brings together and presents the findings of all 8 Phases.
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Technical Analysis
The draft strategy is underpinned by detailed and thorough scientific and technical analysis.
Hazard extents were determined by reviewing existing modelling and undertaking new and revised
modelling where needed. A detailed risk assessment was undertaken to determine the risk and
vulnerability of key asset categories throughout the city. A cost benefit analysis was commissioned
to estimate the economic costs of hazard impacts and establish the economic justification for
mitigation works.
Stakeholder Consultation
Extensive stakeholder and community consultation has guided the development of the draft
Strategy. This has involved both targeted stakeholders and broader community engagement as
follows:
 Technical Working Group - workshops/webinars were held with 18 technical officers from
across relevant Council groups and teams.
 External stakeholder advisory group - workshops/webinars were held with 26 participants
representing relevant industry bodies, asset owners and community services.
 Coastal Adaptation Steering Committee - project progress and interim reporting reviewed by
committee chaired by Mayor Williams and including representatives from various State
Government Departments, the National Committee for Coastal and Ocean Engineers, Healthy
Land and Waters and QYAC and senior Council officers.
 Quandamooka Yoolooburrabee Aboriginal Corporation - has representatives on both the
External Stakeholder group, and Steering Committee and delivered the Phase 2-5 work.
Broader Community Engagement included:









Your Say page – project updates, question and answer portal
Project fact sheets (six)
Bus shelter adverts
Project updates in Councillor Newsletters
Articles in Our Redlands Coast magazine
Media releases
Social media campaign including boosted Facebook posts
Community survey (374 responses)

It was initially planned to hold ‘open house’ or ‘talk-to-a coastal engineer’ events at community
halls however this was not possible due to COVID-19 restrictions. As a result, engagement
activities were refocused on those above, including the social media campaign and the online
survey.
ISSUES
Content of Draft Strategy
The draft strategy provides a high level plan for addressing coastal hazards throughout the city.
Section 3 provides a high level overview of the impact of coastal hazards, the types of assets at
risk, and an estimate of the economic costs of these impacts both now and into the future.
Section 4 outlines a strategic approach to adapting to coastal hazards; it identifies Councils
responsibilities and objectives and introduces possible responses pathways and options.
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Section 5 identifies a number of city-wide actions to address coastal hazards, while Section 6
specifies the actions suited to suburb level localities throughout the city. Adaptation actions are
categorised as: enhancing adaptive capacity, planning, modifying infrastructure, or coastal
engineering.
What the Strategy will not do
The draft Strategy does not commit Council to protecting private property. Works to protect
private land remains the responsibility of private landowners. Councils coastal defence works are
focused on public land and assets. The draft strategy does recommend that Council facilitate
informed decision-making by providing information and advice to landowners.
The draft Strategy provides high level guidance on when works are likely to be required and what
type of works are suited to particular localities. The draft Strategy is not the final opportunity for
community engagement on coastal protection works and further targeted consultation will be
undertaken when specific works are being planned and delivered.
The draft Strategy will not add any new regulations that impact on the use and development of
land. The Redland City Plan already includes overlays that address coastal hazards. The strategy
may be used to inform future land use planning decisions but this would follow the standard
amendment process.
Community Consultation on Draft
During the consultation period, members of the community have an opportunity to review the
draft strategy and provide feedback. This feedback will be reviewed and used to inform the final
strategy. As part of the co-funding agreement that governs the project, LGAQ has reviewed the
draft Strategy before consultation, any changes resulting from consultation will need to be
reviewed and approved by LGAQ.
The key message of the consultation material is that Council is ‘Planning for the future of Redlands
Coast… the CHAS is a city-wide strategy for the protection of the city’s coastline, including islands’.
An engagement plan has been prepared to promote the draft Strategy and includes:
 Updated Your Say page, including access to the draft Strategy, explainer video, fact sheets, and
feedback portal
 Advertisements in a range of local and community newspapers
 Consultation phase notice in Councillor newsletters
 Posters and pull-up banners at RCC libraries and customer service centres
 Posters on community notice boards
 Social media campaign, including boosted Facebook posts in lead up to and during
consultation phase
 RCC Website and Facebook banner, intranet tile
 Promotional/explanatory video hosted on Council YouTube and Facebook
 Media release and emails to stakeholder networks.
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STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Legislative Requirements
Permits and approvals are required for most coastal protection works under State legislation
including the Planning Act 2016, Coastal Protection and Management Act 1995 and Marine Parks
Act 2004. There can be further requirements under the Commonwealth Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
Any permits and approvals required by legislation will need to be secured for any works proposed
by the draft Strategy. Having a CHAS that outlines the clear justification for the proposed works
will assist in securing approvals from State and Federal Governments where required.
Risk Management
There is an existing and increasing risk to Council assets and operations from coastal erosion,
storm tide inundation and sea level rise. Progressing the draft Strategy increases Council ability to
anticipate and respond to these risks.
Ongoing consultation and engagement activities ensure that there is a high level of awareness and
understanding of the project among the community. A delay to the commencement of community
consultation may impact on the project completion timeline and a delay to the finalisation of
project deliverables may impact on the ability of Council to access the final instalment of funding
from LGAQ.
Financial
Funding has been allocated for community consultation on the CHAS in the financial year 20202021 budget.
People
Consultation on activities will be managed by the project manager and communications advisor
from City Assets Group in line with guidelines and with support from the Communication,
Engagement and Tourism Group.
Environmental
There are no environmental implications to proceeding with consultation on the draft Strategy.
Social
There are no social implication to proceeding with consultation on the draft Strategy.
Human Rights
Proceeding with consultation on the draft Strategy does not infringe on any human rights.
Alignment with Council's Policy and Plans
Proceeding with consultation on the draft Strategy is consistent with Councils Operational Plan – it
advances Outcome 3 Embracing the bay. Section 3.3 aims to ensure that ‘the community is ready
for and adapting to changing coastlines, storm tide and severe weather’ and Section 3.3.1 commits
to ‘continue to develop and implement the Redland City Council Coastal Adaptation Strategy.’
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CONSULTATION
Consulted
External Stakeholder Group –
refer above description of
members
Technical Working Group –
refer above description of
members

Coastal Adaptation Steering
Committee – refer above
description of members
Service Manager Risk and
Liability Services,
Organisational Services
Adviser Waterway and
Shoreline Assets,
Infrastructure and Operations
Principal Strategic Planner,
Community and Customer
Services
Service Manager Marine
Infrastructure Asset
Management, Infrastructure
and Operations

Consultation Date
Webinar/workshops:
26/05/2020
28/07/2020
Webinar/workshops:
26/05/2020
28/07/2020 –
Review reports:
18/06/2020
15/09/2020
Review reports:
30/01/2020
24/06/2020
18/09/2020
1/10/2020

Comments/Actions
Provided input into the identification of potential adaptation
pathways (phase 6) and the analysis of adaptation options
(phase 7).
Provided input into the identification of potential adaptation
pathways (phase 6) and the analysis of adaptation options
(phase 7).
Reviewed and provided feedback on phase 6 and phase 7
summary report.

1/10/2020

Provided feedback on draft city-wide adaptation actions and
a sample of location summaries.

1/10/2020

Provided feedback on draft city-wide adaptation actions and
a sample of location summaries.

16/10/2020

Reviewed and provided input on the draft Strategy
document.

Reviewed and provided feedback on summary reports for
phase 1-7.

Provided feedback on draft city-wide adaptation actions and
a sample of location summaries.

OPTIONS
Option One
That Council resolves to endorse progressing to community consultation on the draft Coastal
Hazard Adaptation Strategy.
Option Two
That Council resolves to not endorse progressing to community consultation on the draft Strategy
and request further information from officers.
OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves to endorse progressing to community consultation on the draft Coastal
Hazard Adaptation Strategy.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR SHORT STAY FACILITIES FOR SELF-CONTAINED RECREATIONAL
VEHICLES AND CARAVANS ON REDLANDS COAST

Objective Reference:
Authorising Officer:

Anthony Burrows, Acting General Manager Infrastructure and Operations

Responsible Officer:

Bradley Salton, Group Manager City Assets

Report Author:

Julian Bunting, Senior Advisor Civic & Open Space
Frances Hudson, Service Manager Civic & Open Space

Attachments:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

History and Background ⇩
Industry Trends and Core Principles for Basic Camping Ground
Facilities ⇩
Essential and Desirable Criteria ⇩
Basic Camping Ground Site Suitabilty Assessment ⇩
Preferred Sites Permanent and Temporary Locations ⇩

PURPOSE
To present opportunities for short stay facilities for self-contained recreational vehicles (RVs) and
caravans on Redlands Coast and to seek endorsement to undertake an economic needs
assessment of non-commercial camping.
BACKGROUND
The value of short stay facilities for self-contained RVs and caravans in supporting the local
economy and tourism opportunities for Redlands Coast has been acknowledged. Over the last five
years Council has not only considered but trialed various enabling options.
On 5 August 2020 Council resolved to proceed with:
Investigating opportunities for Recreational Vehicle (RV) Overnight Parking in the Redlands and
that a report be brought to a General Meeting of Council within three months.
The current opportunities that are continuing to be explored include:
Non-commercial camping - provision of a short stay site for self-contained RVs and caravans with
minimal infrastructure.
Commercial camping - expression of interest at 61-73 MacArthur Street, Alexandra Hills for a high
quality tourist park integrating an appropriate mix of accommodation types, such as RVs, camping
and glamping.
Planning scheme amendment allowing self-contained camping sites on private property to be
accepted development (up to a certain number).
Non-Commercial Camping
Over the past five years, Council officers have undertaken detailed investigations for a number of
sites to determine their suitability for overnight parking of self-contained RVs and caravans. In the
early phase of investigations a four week site test was undertaken in early 2016 at John Fredericks
Reserve and Capalaba Regional Park. Attachment 1 includes a detailed history of investigations
into short stay facilities for self-contained RVs and caravans.
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As detailed in attachment 1, CMCA was encouraged to explore the option to use privately owned
land behind Capalaba Tavern as preferred site. In summary, in September 2020 the leasing
property manager of the Capalaba Tavern advised CMCA that they did not wish to proceed with a
Short Stay RV facility as the site is used for other sponsored events.
Attachment 2 provides further background on industry trends such as growth in the drive tourism
market, changing consumer preferences grounds and state government core principles for
provision of short stay camping facilities.
Commercial camping
In July 2020, an expression of interest (EOI) campaign for the former Department of Agriculture
and Fisheries (DAF) land at MacArthur Street, Alexandra Hills was released to the market with the
intent of attracting opportunities for developing a commercial tourist facility providing higher
levels of recreation infrastructure and attracting longer stays. Some of the potential ideas for this
site EOI included options for a large, formal facility with a mix of camping, caravan/RV and cabin
accommodation. The intention of this was not to compete or conflict with opportunities to
accommodate short stay facilities for self-contained recreational vehicles (RVs) and caravans as
explored in this report. The EOI is now closed with Council reviewing all received responses. A
report is being prepared for presentation to Council in late 2020.
Planning scheme amendment
A general major planning scheme amendment is currently being drafted. This amendment package
will include an item which considers allowing limited self-contained camping on private, rural
properties and the potential thresholds for accepted development. Given the timeframes for a
major amendment, it is unlikely that such an amendment, if supported, will take effect until late
2021 at the earliest.
ISSUES
Non-commercial camping - short stay facility for self-contained RVs and caravans
Economic needs assessment
An economic needs assessment is part of the due diligence and best practice in the Queensland
Government’s Guide to Managing Caravanning, Camping and RVs 2018, and is suggested to be
undertaken in order to progress the options for a short stay facility.
There are two private commercial caravan parks operating on the mainland with limited capacity
and availability to accommodate RV travelers. This includes the Mobile Home Park (Thorneside)
and Greenacres Caravan Park (Mount Cotton) which are designed around permanent low-cost
residency. Additionally, the Karingal Scout Camp site (Mount Cotton) and Strawberry Museum
(Thornlands) have some capacity to accommodate self-contained RVs and caravans albeit a more
rural and natural setting.
Based on the above, there may appear to be a lack of capacity and venues on the mainland to a
growing demand for affordable short stay (three to five nights) RV facilities. Therefore, to
determine the best option going forward, it is recommended that an economic needs assessment
is undertaken. This assessment would focus on market needs, determine gaps in the market,
impacts on commercial caravan parks/camping grounds, the appropriate operational model
(seasonal or year round) and include listed preferred temporary and permanent sites.
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Management model
The four week site testing period in early 2016 demonstrated the potential behavioural issues
associated with no active and present management of free camping grounds. Across Queensland
and Australia various models are used to accommodate short stay RVs. In more urban settings the
more desired model is for the not for profit sector to manage sites through good neighbour
policies and a camp host or on-site custodian.
An economic assessment will also identify the resources needed to manage potential sites over
the short or longer term if directly managed by Council. Additionally, the cost of initial
establishment will be outlined as infrastructure costs will vary from site to site and largely depend
on the location and availability of services such as sewer, water and power, and whether the site
includes a dump point. Based on a number of site investigations, design layouts and input from
industry stakeholders’ basic infrastructure could cost up to $100,000 per site.
For the economic assessment to be valuable, preferred sites for temporary and permanent short
stay facilities should be analysed. Based on their locational advantages and physical characteristics
(slope, cleared areas, size and shape of site) 11 public and privately owned sites were initially
identified as potentially suitable for short stay facilities for self-contained RVs and caravans.
Attachment 3 provides the essential and desirable criteria to determine the suitability of each site.
The sites were then further divided into two categories, permanent facility and temporary facility
(three to five nights). Attachment 4 outlines site assessments for permanent and temporary
locations for short stay facilities of self-contained RVs and caravans. Attachment 5 outlines the
preferred sites for permanent and temporary locations of short stay facilities for self-contained
RV’s and caravans, as these meet all of the essential criteria.
Legislative Requirements
Depending on the location proposed and type of opportunity endorsed, relevant statutory
approvals may be required. These approvals may include:
City Plan - Planning Act, 2017.
Local Law 1 Administration 2015 and Subordinate Local Law 1.8 Operation of Accommodation
Parks 2015 – Local Government Act 2009.
Activities (camping) requiring a permit within a State Government Road Corridor – Transport
Infrastructure Act 1994.
Risk Management
An economic assessment and analysis of preferred sites will further reduce risks to Council by
determining need, demand and model/approach to enabling short stay facilities for self-contained
recreational vehicles (RVs) and caravans within suitable sites, which will provide strong
opportunities for delivering economic benefits across the Redlands Coast.
Financial
Preliminary advice suggests that an economic needs assessment to determine the current gap in
the market, impacts on commercial caravan parks/camping grounds and the appropriate model
(seasonal or year round) would be in the order of $30,000. Establishment and ongoing
management costs should be identified through the economic needs assessment.
Currently there is no operational budget approved in the financial year 2020-2021 to cover the
cost of an economic assessment. A budget will be sought through the standard budget
development, review and approval processes.
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People
Support to continue to progress short stay RVs for Redlands Coast can be accommodated to a
limited extent, however funding will be required to undertake the economic needs assessment.
Environmental
There are no known environmental implications associated with this report.
Social
There are no known social implications associated with this report.
Human Rights
There are no known human rights implications associated with this report.
Alignment with Council's Policy and Plans
 Redland City Plan 2018
 Corporate Plan 2018 - 2023
 Tourism Strategy and Action Plan 2015 - 2020
CONSULTATION
Consulted
Service Manager Strategic
Planning
Program Manager – Strategic
Land (Program Lead)
Project Manager – Civic and
Open Space Asset Management
Service Manager Strategic
Economic Development
Group Manager City Operations

Consultation Date
7/10/2020
8/10/2020
8/10/2020
12/10/20
13/10/20

Comments/Actions
Provided advice with respect to planning scheme
amendments.
Provided advice with respect to EOI and potential
commercial tourist facility opportunities.
Advised of potential use demands and within a 3-5 year
timeframe.
Provided advice in relation to the likely cost estimate for an
economic needs assessment.
Interested in proposed model and operational costs to
Council. To be determined through economic assessment.

OPTIONS
Option One
That Council resolves as follows:
1.

To note the contents of the report including the opportunities presented for preferred
temporary and permanent sites.

2.

To endorse the undertaking of an economic needs assessment for short stay, non-commercial
camping of self-contained RV’s and caravans on Redlands Coast, subject to budget approval.

Option Two
That Council resolves as follows:
1. To note the contents of the report including the opportunities presented for preferred
temporary and permanent sites.
2. To not proceed with an economic needs assessment for short stay, non-commercial camping
of self-contained RVs and caravans on Redlands Coast.
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OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves as follows:
1. To note the contents of the report including the opportunities presented for preferred
temporary and permanent sites.
2. To endorse the economic needs assessment for short stay, non-commercial camping of
self-contained RVs and caravans in Redlands Coast, subject to budget approval.
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NOTICES OF INTENTION TO REPEAL OR AMEND A RESOLUTION

In accordance with s.262 Local Government Regulation 2012.

17

NOTICES OF MOTION

In accordance with s.6.16 Council Meeting Standing Orders.

18

URGENT BUSINESS WITHOUT NOTICE

In accordance with s.6.17 of Council Meeting Standing Orders, a Councillor may bring forward an
item of urgent business if the meeting resolves that the matter is urgent.
Urgent Business Checklist

YES

NO

To achieve an outcome, does this matter have to be dealt with at a
general meeting of Council?
Does this matter require a decision that only Council make?
Can the matter wait to be placed on the agenda for the next Council
Meeting?
Is it in the public interest to raise this matter at this meeting?
Can the matter be dealt with administratively?
If the matter relates to a request for information, has the request been
made to the CEO or a General Manager Previously?
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CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS

COUNCIL MOTION
That Council considers the confidential report(s) listed below in a meeting closed to the public in
accordance with Section 254(J) of the Local Government Regulation 2012:
19.1

Redland Investment Corporation Financial Report for Period Ending 30 September 2020

This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 254J(3)(g) of the Local Government
Regulation 2012, and the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open meeting
would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest as it deals with negotiations relating to a
commercial matter involving the local government for which a public discussion would be likely to
prejudice the interests of the local government.
Overview
To present Redland Investment Corporation’s (RIC) management accounts to Redland City Council
(Council) as required by the Service Level Agreement between RIC and Council.
19.2

Paige Pty Ltd v Redland City Council (Planning and Environment Court Appeal)
2893/2020

This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 254J(3)(e) of the Local Government
Regulation 2012, and the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open meeting
would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest as it deals with legal advice obtained by the
local government or legal proceedings involving the local government including, for example, legal
proceedings that may be taken by or against the local government.
Overview
To provide Council with an update on the Paige Pty Ltd (Paige) v Redland City Council (Council )
(Planning and Environment Court Appeal 2893/2020) which is a deemed refusal appeal. Council
(the respondent) is required to confirm its position on the development application in the Planning
and Environment Court (P & E Court) by 20 November 2020. It is referred to Council for
determination.
19.3

Acquisiton of Land - Birkdale

This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 254J(3)(g) of the Local Government
Regulation 2012, and the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open meeting
would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest as it deals with negotiations relating to a
commercial matter involving the local government for which a public discussion would be likely to
prejudice the interests of the local government.
Overview
For council to consider reconfirming its interest in acquiring a parcel of land in Birkdale, nominiate
an acceptable purchase price range and allocate funds to enable the purchase.
19.4

Expressions of Interest - Macleay Island Industrial Land

This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 254J(3)(g) of the Local Government
Regulation 2012, and the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open meeting
would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest as it deals with negotiations relating to a
commercial matter involving the local government for which a public discussion would be likely to
prejudice the interests of the local government.
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Overview
To provide Council with the outcomes of the Macleay Island Industrial land Expressions of Interest
campaign and to seek a resolution to proceed to inviting tenders from suitable applicants for the
development of the land.
19.5

Disposal of Surplus Land

This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 254J(3)(g) of the Local Government
Regulation 2012, and the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open meeting
would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest as it deals with negotiations relating to a
commercial matter involving the local government for which a public discussion would be likely to
prejudice the interests of the local government.
Overview
To resolve to dispose of surplus Council-owned freehold land in Cleveland, via public auction or
tender.
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